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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, CBI, ASSAM, ADDITIONAL CBI 

COURT NO-II, CHANDMARI, GUWAHATI-3

Special Case No. 19/05

State(CBI)

      Vs

     1. Prabin Ch. Das

U/s 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) of P.C.  Act, 1988

        2. Dipti Medhi Das,

U/s 109 IPC r/w Sec 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) of P.C.  Act, 1988

           PRESENT 

      Sri B.K. Chetri (A.J.S.)

        Special Judge, CBI, Assam, 

        Additional CBI Court No-II,

     Chandmari, Guwahati.

APPEARANCES

For the State ………….. Mr. S.K. Singh, Ld. P.P., CBI,

For Defence……………..    Mr. Milon Mukherjee, 

Mr. S. K. Lahkar,

Mr. B.M. Choudhury,

Mrs. Mamon Saikia Sundi,

           Miss M. Choudhury,

           Miss Dwiti Kalita.

Date of Prosecution Evidence:  17.07.2006,  30.08.2006,  11.10.2006, 

06.12.2006,  06.12.2006,  21.03.2007, 

25.06.2007,  13.08.2007,  07.03.2008, 

14.05.2008,  15.05.2008,  21.07.2008, 

29.06.2012,  22.07.2008,  23.07.2008, 

30.09.2008,  09.06.2009,  05.08.2009, 
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10.01.2011,  10.03.2011,  21.09.2011, 

02.02.2012,  07.04.2012,  09.04.2012, 

25.04.2012,  26.04.2012,  27.04.2012, 

22.05.2012,  23.05.2012,  24.05.2012, 

13.06.2012,  30.06.2012,  09.08.2012, 

16.08.2012,  12.09.2012,  13.09.2012, 

06.03.2013, 03.06.2013, 29.06.2013.

Date of statement u/s 313 Cr.P.C.: 25.07.2014,  31.07.2014,  22.08.2014, 

29.08.2014, 05.09.2014.

Date of Defence Evidence: 27.10.2014, 22.12.2014, 20.02.2015, 23.03.2015, 

06.06.2015, 09.09.2015, 30.09.2015, 09.03.2016, 

04.06.2016, 27.06.2016, 24.08.2016.

Date of Argument: 18.11.2016, 19.11.2016, 31.12.2016, 05.1.2017.

Date of Judgement: 12.01.2017.

JUDGEMENT AND ORDER

 The prosecution case as per the FIR (Ext. 260) dated 10-06-2002 

of Mr. N.R. Dey, Inspector of Police, CBI is that from reliable source, information  

has been received that Prabin Ch. Das who joined the telecom department in the 

year 1979 and working as SDO, Phones w.e.f 1986 has amassed huge wealth 

both  movable  and immovable,  in  his  names  and  his  family  members  to  the 

extent  of  Rs.55,80,000/-  which  is  disproportionate  to  his  known  source  of 

income. The total income during the period of Prabin Ch. Das from net salary ,  

other  allowances  and  income  from  business  and  house  rent  has  been 

Rs.20,40,000/- and considering his family, his expenditure during the period in 

question has been Rs.4,80,000/- approx and thereby he is sleft with like savings 

of Rs.15,60,000/- as against this the accused Prabin Ch. Das is in possession of 

assets worth Rs. 65,30,000/- (approx) which included 9 storied building in his 

own name at Bhangagarh, Guwahati; one homestead land at Bhangagarh, one 4 

storied building over 2 and half katha land at Panjabari, one Assam type house 

over a plot of land of three katha at Nabin nagar. In addition to these, Prabin Ch.  

Das has one Jeep, one Maruti car, one revolver and stock of his shops in the 

name of his wife in the name and style of City Enterprise and M/s North Eastern 
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Trading Corporation. By taking into account the amount of likely savings and 

value of assets, Prabin Ch. Das has acquired assets which is disproportionate to 

his  known source of  income to  the extent  of  Rs.  49,70,000/-.  The  FIR was 

registered as RC GHY 2002(A) 00014 U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) of P.C. Act. 

 After  completion  of  investigation  and  obtaining  Prosecution 

sanction, the CBI submitted charge sheet No.2 /2005 dated 27-05-2005 against 

the accused Prabin Ch. Das for offence 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) of P.C. Act and his 

wife Smti Dipti Medhi Das U/S 109 IPC for abetting her husband Prabin Ch. Das 

to commit the offence punishable U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) of P.C. Act. 

In the charge sheet, the amount of disproportionate assets to the 

known source of income of Prabin Ch. Das has been shown as Rs.61,58,943/-  

and that of Smti Dipti Medhi Das as RS.1,58,08,218.80/- . It is stated in the 

charge sheet that accused Prabin Ch. Das was managing the business of City 

Enterprise, North Eastern Trading Corporation and M/S Sonison which are in the 

name of his wife Dipti Medhi Das, who for the first time submitted her income 

tax for the assessment year 1992-93. It is also stated in the charge sheet that 

Prabin Ch. Das has been engaging himself illegally in the trade practices in the 

name of  his  wife who tacitly  facilitated and abetted the commission  of  such 

offence  by  her  husband  Prabin  Ch.  Das  by  filing  income  tax  from 1991-02 

onwards  and  allowed  her  name  to  be  utilized  in  amassing  huge  assets 

disproportionate  to  their  known  source  of  income  to  the  tune  of 

Rs.2,19,67,161.80/-, which is 217.78% over and above their total income during 

the said check period from 01-01-1990 to 11-06-2002. 

 Considering the materials on records, my ld. predecessor framed 

charge U/S  13(2) r/w 13(1)(e) against the accused Prabin Ch. Das and U/S 109 

IPC r/w 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) P.C. Act, 1988 which the accused pleaded not guilty. 

In  support  of  its  contentions,  prosecution  examined  following 

witnesses:

PW-1 N.A. Jamir, Assistant manager, LICI, Silpukhri Branch,

PW-2 Sandip Kr. Mukharjee, Branch Manager, LIC, Dispur Branch,

PW-3 S.K. Jain, Director of BSNL,

PW-4 B. Lalong, Deputy Manager, IDBI, Guwahati,
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PW-5 Krishna Bhat, Sr. Accounts Officer, BSNL,

PW-6 Binit Kr. Chakraborty, Assistant manager, UTI Technology, Calcutta,

PW-7 Bikramjit Paul, Area Manager, Amway India Ltd.,

PW-8  Akumoni  Das,  Assisatnt  Junior  Worker,  Sahara  India,  Chandmari, 

Guwahati,

PW-9 Subrata Banerjee, Accountant, Jupiter Motors,

PW-10 Jonaram Das, Head Clerk, DTO, Guwahati,

PW-11 Mrinal Kanti Bhattacharjee, Sr. Accounts officer, Telecom, Kamrup,

PW-12 Manabendra Das, Junior Engineer, CPWD,

PW-13 Dinesh Baishya, Partner in M/S City Enterprise,

PW-14 Hukum Raj Sajjan Raj, CA,

PW-15 V. Krishnamurthy, Vice President, Computer Age Management Services, 

Chennai,

PW-16 Abhijit Sinha, Manager, UTI Asset Management Company Ltd., Mumbai,

PW-17 Abinesh Srivastava, Executive, M/s Credit Capital Assets Management,

Pw-18 P.K. Medhi, Employee of FCI, Ulubari,

PW-19 Uttam Kr. Agarwal, CA,

PW-20 Srikanta Kalita, Dealing Assistant, FCI, regional Office, Guwahati,

PW-21 Chandi Chanan Mukhopadhaya, Sr. Manager, Bank Of Baroda,

PW-22 Hiren Gogoi, Branch Manager, Silpukhuri Branch, Central Bank of India, 

PW-23 Krishna Kanta Das, Assistant Post Master, GPO, Guwahati

PW-24 Rajesh Jain, CA,

PW-25 R. N. Roy, Manager, Lease and Rent, Bata India Ltd.,

PW-26 Samarendra Tarat, Manager, Central Bank of India,

PW-27 Arup Kr. Sarma (Seller of Land vide Ext. 207 to Prabin Ch. Das),
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PW-28 Shiwendra Prasad, Employee of FCI, Ulubari, Guwahati,

PW-29 Lallan Ram, Manager Operation, Standard Chartered Bank, Guwahati,

PW-30 Ramen Sharma, Businessman,

PW-31 Manabendra Narayan Deb, Assistant Commissioner of Income Tax,

PW-32 Smti. Mitali Das, Post Master, Pandu Railway Colony,

PW-33 R.D. Choudhury, Divisional Engineering Mobile, BSNL,

PW-34 Pradip Goswami, Branch Manager, Industrial Cooperative Bank,

PW-35 Rohini Kr. Bora, (Partner of Smti Dipti Medhi Das),

PW-36 Sister Annie V, Principal of Holy Child High School, Guwahati,

PW-37 Bastab Neof, Sub Contractor under M/s City Enterprise,

PW-38 Jugal Ch. Borthakur, Material Manager, NF Railway,

PW-39 Bhutnath Laha, Valuation Officer under Income Tax Department, Kolkata,

PW-40 S.R. Gopal, CS, Krishan Bhagya Jala Nigam,

PW-41 Sanjay Kr. Pal, Area Planning Manager, SBI Life Insurance,

PW-42 Niresh Ranjan Dey, Inspector of Police, CBI, ACB, Guwahati.

Defence in support of its contentions adduced evidence of witnesses as 

follows:

DW-1- Madan Kr. Das, Govt. Contractor,

DW-2- Hiren Medhi, Businessman,

DW-3- Sadananda Das, Govt. Servant,

DW-4- Panmal Baid, Businessman,

DW-5- Krishna Bayan, Private Service,

DW-6- Mukut Das, Service holder at BSNL, 

DW-7- Radha Krishna Dubey, Businessman,

DW-8- Rameswar Baishya, Retd. BSNL Officer,
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DW-9- Samir Chakraborty, Businessman,

DW-10- Dipankar Choudhury, Bank Officer,

DW-11- Khagen Ch. Thakuria, Retd. Executive Engineer, PHE,

DW-12- Ranjan Kr. Das, Employee of BSNL,

DW-13- Bhupen Malakar, Accounts Officer, BSNL, Guwahati,

DW-14- Dhanesh Nath Tiwari, Private Service,

DW-15- Sankar Kr. Barman, Businessman,

PROSECUTION EXHIBITED THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS-

(P.W.-1)

Ext. 1- Letter of Assistant Branch Manager, LICI to CBI providing policy status 

and premium paid of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 2- Report on total amount collected (But no amount mentioned).

Ext. 3- Status report of LIC policy no. 480177567 dated 28.03.1991 for Rs. 1 

lakh of Prabin Ch. Das (Yearly premium Rs. 6782.10/-). (Maturity 3/2000)

Ext. 4- Premium payment history of Prabin Ch. Das of policy no. 48067305 yearly 

premium of Rs. 3,675/- for Rs. 14,700/- (for 1998, 1999, 2000 & 2001)

Ext.  5-  Status  report  of  LIC policy  no.  480673045 dated  28.08.1994 for  Rs. 

50,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das(Yearly premium Rs. 3675/-) (Maturity 8/2008) 

shows payment up to 2001.

Ext. 6- Premium payment history of policies of Dipti  Medhi Das of policy no.  

48067130. (Yearly premium Rs. 34,250/- payment made Rs. 1,04,291/- 

for the year 1998, 1999 and 2000.)

Ext. 7- Status report of LIC policy with respect to Ext. 6 dated 28.03.1994 for Rs. 

5 lakhs of Dipti Medhi Das paid up to 2001.

Ext.  8-  Premium payment  history of  policies  of  Prabin Ch.  Das of  policy  no. 

480671779.  (Yearly  premium  Rs.  22,204/-  shows  payment  of  Rs. 

23,725/- by cheque).
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Ext.  9-  Status  report  dated  01.09.2004  of  policy  dated  15.07.1993  for  Rs. 

3,05,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das (Yearly premium Rs.22,204/-)

Ext. 10, Ext.11 & Ext.12- Certified copies of front page of policies with respect to 

Ext. 5, Ext. 9 & Ext.3 for Rs. 50,000/-, 3,05,000/- and 

1,00,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das (Under objection).

Ext. 13- Certified copies of front page of policy no. 480671730 for Rs.5,00,000/- 

of Dipti Medhi Das (Under objection)(Ext.7).

(P.W.-2)

Ext.  14-Letter  dated  01-09-2004  of  P.W.-2  to  CBI  forwarding  report  of  LIC 

policies.

Ext.  15-  Status  report  dated  31.08.2004  of  policy  No.  480593814  dated 

28.05.1993  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  yearly  premium Rs. 

8,096/-.(Paid up to 1999).

Ext.  16-  Status  report  dated  31.08.2004  of  policy  no.  481344352  dated 

28.03.1995  of  Gitashri  Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  yearly  premium  Rs. 

11,876/-. (Paid up to 3/2007).

Ext.  17-  Status  report  dated  31.08.2004  of  policy  no.  481556325  dated 

28.08.1996  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  yearly  premium Rs. 

9,100/-. (Paid up to 8/2000).

Ext. 18- Status report of policy no. 480594945 dated 28.01.1994 of Tiku Das for  

Rs. 2,00,000/- yearly premium Rs.4,331/-. (Paid up to 1/2001).

Ext. 19- Status report of policy no. 480594113 dated 01.05.1993 of Dipti Medhi  

Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  (Yearly  premium  Rs.5,026/-).  (Paid  up  to 

05/2001).

Ext. 20- Status report of policy no.481344383 dated 28.03.1995 of Tiku Das for 

Rs. 2,00,000/-(Yearly premium Rs. 13,549/-). (Paid up to 01/2001).

Ext. 21- Status report of policy no.481780205 dated 28.08.1996 of Dipti Medhi 

Das for Rs. 2,50,000/-.

Ext. 22- Certified photocopy of policy no. 480594113 (Ext. 19) of Dipti Medhi Das 

for Rs. 1,00,000/- (Under objection).
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Ext.  23-  Certified  photocopy  of  policy  (Ext.15)  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs. 

1,00,000/-(Under objection).

Ext.  24-  Certified  photocopy  of  policy  (Ext.  21)  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.  

2,50,000/-(Under objection).

(P.W.-3)

Ext. 25- Sanction Letter.

(P.W.-4)

Ext. 26 & 27- IDBI Bond, 1996 dated 18.03.1996 for policies in the Name of 

Gitashri Das (D/O Prabin Ch. Das) for Rs. 5,300/- each .

(P.W.-5)

Ext. 28- Forwarding letter dated 27-05-2004 of Divisional Engineer, BSNL to CBI 

forwarding the details of salary of Prabin Ch. Das from Jan, 1990 to Nov,  

1990 is Rs.21,305/-. (i.e. Ext. 29)

Ext. 29- Pay and allowances of Prabin Ch. Das for the period of January, 1990 to 

November, 1990.

Ext. 30- Photocopy of Ext. 29.

Ext. 31- Envelope by which Ext. 28 & Ext. 29 were sent to CBI.

(P.W.-6)

Ext. 32- Letter to CBI by PW-6 showing 8 different investments of Rs. 97,870/- 

during the period 1991-96 regarding investment in UTI by Prabin Ch. Das 

and his  family  members.  (Includes investments of Rs.  35,000/-  in the 

name of Dipti Medhi Das)

Ext. 33- Forwarding dated 03.09.2004 of PW-6.

Ext. 34- Photocopy of letter of Assistant Manager to CBI. It contains signature of 

P.W.-6. It shows payment of dividend by UTI to Dipti Medhi Das of Rs. 

3,450(1800+1650) up to 08.03.01.
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Ext.  35-  Membership  certificate  dated 31-03-1992 of  UTI  Master  Equity  Plan 

(MEP) 1992 for Rs. 10,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 36- Acknowledgement of Rs. 10,000/- by UTI to Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 37- Membership certificate of UTI Master Equity Plan 1992 for Rs. 10,000/- 

of Dipti Medhi Das for 1000 units.

Ext. 38- Details of MEP, 1992.

Ext. 39- Membership advice of UTI Growing Corpus Scheme Plan 1994 for 1,000 

units of Rs. 10/- each of Dipti Medhi Das and Prabin Ch. Das. 

Ext. 40- Membership advice of UTI Monthly Income Plan 1996 for 2,117 units of 

Rs. 10/- each of Subhamoni Das (D/o Prabin Ch. Das).

Ext. 41- Membership advice of UTI Different Unit Income Plan 1993 for 500 units 

of Rs. 10/- each of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 42- Acknowledgement receipt for Rs. 10,000/- in the name of Dipti medhi 

Das towards Master Equity Plan, 1992. (Relates to Ext. 37)

Ext. 43- Membership Advice of Growing Corpus Income Plan 1994 in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das and Dipti Medhi Das for 1000 units of Rs. 10/- each.

(P.W.-7)

Ext. 44- Identity card of Prabin Ch. Das of Amway valid up to 31.03.2002.

Ext.  45-  Letter  to  CBI  by  Vice  President  of  Amway  showing  payment  of 

commission  of  Rs.  2922/-  to Prabin Ch.  Das and Dipti  Medhi  Das for 

March, 02 and May,02.

Ext. 46- Invoice of business with Amway purchase between 29-03-2001 to 06-

11-2003. Total purchase of Rs. 33,109/-.

Ext. 47- Application for becoming distributorship.

Ext. 48 to Ext. 57- Sales invoice for purchase of Amway products by Prabin Ch. 

Das and Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext.  58  to  Ext.  60-  Summary  statement  of  commission  (For  Jan,2002  to 

March,2002).
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Ext. 61 to Ext. 63- Amway summary statements,

Ext. 64- Details of purchase from Amway on 05.08.2001 (Rs. 2,647).

Ext. 65- Continuation of Ext.59.

Ext. 66 & Ext. 67 – Details of statement of purchase and commission of Amway.

Ext.  68-  Statement  of  commission  for  less  than  Rs.1000/-.  (It  shows  credit 

balance of Rs. 3731/- in the name of Dipti Medhi Das with Amway).

(P.W.-8)

Ext. 69- Forwarding dated 15-06-2004 of P.W.-8 to CBI regarding application of 

Sahara India of Namrata Das and Gitashri Das.

Ext. 70 to Ext. 72- Ceritified Photocopies of application for opening new A/C by 

Namrata Das dated 16-12-1997, 16-12-1992 & 16-12-1997 

with investments of Rs. 10,000/- each with Sahara India.

Ext. 73 to Ext. 75- Certified Copies of application dated 16.12.1997 of Gitashri  

Das showing deposit of Rs.10,000/- in each investment with 

Sahara India Housing Ltd.

Ext. 76- Copy of application dated 31.10.1998 of Gitachri Das showing deposit of 

Rs. 10,000/- account of Sahara India Commercial Ltd.

Ext. 77 & Ext. 78- Copy of application dated 31.10.1998 of Namrata Das showing 

deposit of Rs. 10,000/- account of Sahara India Commercial 

Ltd.

 Ext. 79- Copy of application dated 31.10.1998 of Gitachri Das showing deposit  

of Rs. 10,000/- account of Sahara India Commercial Ltd.

Ext. 80- Copy of application dated 21.12.1999 of Gitashri Das for 400 units of 

Equity shares of Rs. 40,000/-.

Ext. 81- Copy of application of Namrata Das showing deposit dated 21-12-1999 

of Rs. 30,000/- for 300 Equity Shares of Sahara India Commercial Ltd.

Ext. 82 to Ext. 83- Copy of application of Namrata Das showing deposit dated 

30-12-2000 of  Rs.  10,000/-  in  each  account  for  Sahara  T 

Bond.
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Ext. 84 and Ext. 85- Copy of application of Gitashri Das showing deposit dated 

30-12-2000 of  Rs.  10,000/-  in  each  account  for  Sahara  T 

Bond.

Ext. 86 and Ext. 87- Computer generated party ledger maturity sheet of account 

of  Namrata  Das  and  Gitashri  Das  showing  deposit  of  Rs. 

22,500/- in each account. Demand issued on 24.08.2004. 

Ext. 88- List  of 8 matured accounts of Namrata Das and Gitashri  Das of Rs. 

1,20,000/- in between 16.12.1997-21.12.1999.

Ext. 89- 18 investments of Rs. 2,45,000/-Gitashri Das and Namrata Das during 

16-11-1997 & 30-12-2000.

(P.W.-9)

Ext. 90- Letter dated 28-04-2004 of P.W.-9 for Jupiter Motor to CBI regarding 

sale  of  Opel  Astra  Car  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das  on  29-04-2002  at 

Rs.8,63,942/- and making initial payment of Rs. 3,63,942/-, out of which 

excess  payment  of  Rs.1,50,000/-  was  refunded  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das. 

(through Bank of Baroda)

Ext. 91- Sign of P.W.-9 in Doc ‘A’. (Xerox copy of Invoice-cum- delivery of Jupiter 

Motor for Opel Astra Car).

(P.W.-10)

Ext. 92- Details of Car No. AS-01/E-6121 (old no. ZRM-3061) and Maruti Car in 

the name of Dipti Medhi Das issued by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext. 93- Particular of Vehicle No.AS-01/M-5887,Opel Astra Car in the name of 

Dipti Medhi Das, issued by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext. 94- Particular of vehicle no. AXA 5467 (Jeep) previously in the name of 

Provincial Officer Don Bosco and subsequently transferred to Dipti Medhi 

Das on 19-03-1993, issued by DTO, Kamrup.

(P.W.-11)

Ext.  95-  Letter  of  P.W.-11  to  SDE  (Vigilance),Telecom forwarding  the  salary 

particulars of Prabin Ch. Das from Dec, 1990 to March, 2002 showing 
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total net salary of Rs. 8,05,126/- excluding Rs. 98,029/- for 21 months 

salary and arrear pay of Rs. 10,015/-.

Ext. 96- Letter dated 07-05-2004 to CBI forwarding the particulars of salary of 

Prabin Ch. Das from Dec, 1999 to Aug, 2003 (Reflects GPF advance of 

Rs. 6,93,000/-).

(P.W.-12)

Ext.  97-  Forwarding  letter  dated  09.08.2004of  P.W.-12  to  CBI  sending  the 

valuation  report  (21  xerox  sheets)  of  the  buildings  at  Nabin  Nagar, 

Panjabari, Beltola, repairing works of Building at Tokobari, Bhanagarh. 

The abstract of all these construction shows cost of Rs. 1,94,17,066/-.

(P.W.-13)

Ext.  98-  Deed  of  dissolution  of  Partnership  between  P.W.-12,  Smt.  D.B. 

Choudhury  and  Dipti  Medhi  Das,  keeping  the  firm  as  proprietorship 

concern of Dipti Medhi Das.

(P.W.-14)

Ext. 99- Income tax file of Dipti Medhi Das  from 1992-93 to 1997-98.

(P.W.-15)

Ext. 100- Letter of K. Ramesh providing information to CBI that no dividend, 

bonus, redemption maturity issued to investors,

Ext. 101- Letter dated 24.03.04 issued by PW-15 to CBI,

(P.W.-16)

Ext. 102- Information to CBI by P.W.- 16 as regards investment of Rs. 16,700/- 

of Gritarchi  Das with UTI under Children Gilt  Growth fund on 12-07-

1991.

Ext. 103 to Ext. 106- Related to investment of Ext.102.

Ext. 107- Information to CBI about investment of Dipti Medhi Das of Rs. 15,000/- 

and dividend of Rs. 3,450/- in Griha Lakshmi Scheme.
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Ext. 108- Computerized copy of Unit holder certificate of Dipti Medhi Das with 

respect to Ext. 107,

Ext. 109- Original certificate in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for purchase of 1500 

units,

(P.W.-17)

Ext. 110 – Application form dated 05-09-1994 for investment of Rs. 20,000/- in 

Taurus new share fund in the name of Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 111- Authority letter to produce Ext. 110,

Ext. 112- Statement of Mutual fund account of Prabin Ch. Das of Taurus new 

share fund (relates to Ext. 110),

(P.W.-18)(P.W.-38)

Ext. 113- House Search Memo of Prabin Ch. Das at Nabin Nagar, Guwahati and 

seized 22 items,

Ext. 114- Search Inventory,

Ext. 115- Seizure memo of Articles in locker with Punjab and Sind bank, Rajgarh, 

Guwahati on 11-06-2002,

Ext. 116- Search of City Enterprise (PW-41)

Ext. 117 & Ext. 118- Inventories from the office of Prabin Ch. Das.

(P.W.-19)

Ext. 119- Audit report of 1998-99 of City Enterprise 

Ext.  120-  Annexure  -1  of  the  audit  report(Ext.119)  showing  net  profit  of 

Rs.1,70,380.58/-.

Ext. 121- Audit report of 1999-00 of City Enterprise

Ext.  122-  Annexure  of  the  audit  report  (Ext.121)  showing  net  profit  of  Rs. 

1,76,924.66/-.

Ext. 123- Audit report of 2000-01 of City Enterprise 
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Ext.  124  - Detailed  expenditure  of  accounts  showing  net  profit  of  Rs. 

Rs.3,16,480/- for the financial year 2000-01.  

(P.W.-21)

Ext. 125- Letter dated 11-04-2004 of P.W.-21 to CBI forwarding loan application 

dated 27-04-2002 of Dipti Medhi Das, Statement of credit loan account, 

copy of NSCs of Rs.34,000/- and FDR of 50,000/- dated 29-04-2002 in 

the name of Dipti Medhi Das with maturity dated on 29-04-2005.

Ext. 126- Verified photocopy of aforesaid loan application(Srl No.1 of Ext.125)

Ext.  127-  Verified  photocopy  of  appraisal-cum-sanction  memo  (Sl  No.2  of 

Ext.125)

Ext. 128- Statement of Car loan account of Dipti Medhi Das from 29-04-2002 to 

11-04-2004.

Ext. 129- Statement of SBI account of Dipti Medhi Das from 24-02-2002 to 14-

09-2004.

Ext. 130 - Verified copy of FDR of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs.50,000/-with maturity 

on 29-04-2005

Ext.  131- FDR receipt  dated 29-04-2002 with maturity  on 29-04-2005 in  the 

name of Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext.  132, Ext.  133,  Ext.  134- Photocopy of NSC of Rs.10,000/-  each of  Dipti 

Medhi Das(submitted against car loan).

Ext.  135  to  Ext.  142-  Photocopy  of  NSC  of  Rs.500/- each  of  Dipti  Medhi 

Das(submitted against car loan).

Ext. 143 – Letter dated 12-09-04 of P.W.-21 to Senior Branch Manager, Bank of 

Baroda thereby handing over the Ext.126 to Ext.142.

(P.W-22)

Ext. 144 – Letter dated 28-08-2004 of P.W.-22 whereby details of savings A/C 

no. 7008 of Prabin Ch. Das and A/C no. 7044 of Dipti Medhi Das with 

Central Bank of India Silpukhuri was given to CBI.
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Ext. 145- Statement of account of SB A/C no.7008 of Prabin Ch. Das from 06-02-

2002 to 01-07-2004 showing balance of Rs. 912.88/- on 06-02-2002,

Ext. 146- Statement of current deposit account no.1440 of North Eastern Trading 

Corporation,

Ext. 147- Statement of savings account no.7044 from 06-02-2002 to 01-07-2004 

of Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext. 148- Statement of current deposit account no.1323 of City Enterprise from 

09-01-2002 to 28-03-2002,

Ext. 149- True copy of FDR for Rs.1,11,925/-  in the name of City enterprise 

issued on 23-11-1998.

Ext. 150- True copy of FDR for Rs.54,120/- in the name of North Eastern Trading 

Corporation issued on 21-08-2000.

Ext. 151- Letter dated 28-08-2004 of the Branch Manager, Silpukhuri  ,Central 

Bank  of  India  to  CBI  providing  information  that  amount  of  Rs. 

82,299.88/- lying with demand loan account No.56 of City Enterprise.

Ext. 152 - Statement of demand loan account of City Enterprise from 25-03-2002 

to 02-04-2004.

(P.W-23)

Ext. 153- Letter dated 22-05-2004 of P.W.-23 to CBI giving information of 10 

nos. of NSC in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for total amount of Rs. 

14,000/-.

Ext. 154- NSC of Rs.1 0,000/- issued on 07-02-1998 in the name of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 155- NSC of Rs. 10,000/- issued on 07-02-1998 in the name of Tikumoni 

Das,

Ext. 156- Letter dated 13-09-2004 of P.W.-23 to CBI regarding 6 nos. of NSC of 

Rs.10000/-  each issued from GPO, Guwahati  (relates to Ext. 154 & 

155)

Document X-1 to X-8, photocopies of 10 NSCs of RS.500/- and document X-9  

and X-10 of Rs.10,000/- each in the name of Dipti Medhi Das.
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(P.W.-24)

Ext. 157- Seizure Memo dated 19-08-2003 whereby the IT return of Dipti Medhi 

Das for the year 2001-02 was seized along with balance sheet of M/S 

City enterprise, M/S etc, and M/S Sonison Enterprise. 

Ext. 158- Certified true copy of Income Tax acknowledgement of Dipti Medhi 

Das.

(P.W-25)

Ext.  159- Seizure memo dated 01-04-2004 by which P.W.-25 handed over  9 

documents to CBI.

Ext.  160-  Certified  copy  of  lease  agreement  dated  14-03-2000,  agreement 

between Dipti Medhi Das and Bata India ltd. at G.S. Road

Ext.  161-  Certified  copy  of  Agreement  dated  14-03-2000 refundable  security 

deposit between Dipti Medhi Das and Bata India ltd. showing security 

deposit  of  Rs.4,00,000/-  by  demand  draft  dated  24-02-2000, 

deductable Rs.15,000/- per month.

Ext.  162- Money receipt  dated 09-03-2000 by Dipti  Medhi  Das for  receipt  of 

demand draft of Rs.4,00,000/-. 

Ext. 163- Forwarding letter of Bata India forwarding the demand draft. 

Ext.  164-  Letter  dated  26-04-2000  by  Dipti  Medhi  Das  to  P.W.-25  towards 

payment of rent of Rs. 23,252/- after adjustment of security deposit 

and income tax

Ext.  165-  Letter  of  P.W.-25  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das  thereby  repaying  Rs.533/- 

adjusted towards income tax. 

Ext. 166- Forwarding of demand draft dated 08-05-2000 of SBI to Dipti Medhi 

Das in respect of rent of 1st quarter.

Ext. 167- Letter dated 09-05-2000 of S. Roy Choudhury of Bata sent to Dipti  

Medhi Das along with rent and extra income tax of Rs. 533/- which 

was wrongly deducted.
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Ext. 168- Certified computerized statement towards quarterly rent made by Bata 

India  Ltd.  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das.  (Rent-  Rs.90,000/-,  deduction 

-Rs.40,000/-)

Ext. 169- Computerized statement for quarterly rent of October to December, 

2000.

Ext. 170 to 175- Computerized statement of subsequent quarterly rent from 1 st 

quarter, 2001 up to 2nd quarter, 2002. 

(Rent of Rs.2,69,980/- paid to Dipti Medhi Das from 20-04-2000 to June,2002,  

deduction of Rs.3,95,500/- and income tax deduction of Rs.1,25,520/-). 

(P.W.-26) 

Ext. 176- Application for demand over draft loan of Rs.20,00,00/- by Dipti Medhi 

Das of City Enterprise on 03-09-2000. 

Ext.  177-  Sanction  letter  dated  28-09-2000  of  Central  Bank  sanctioning  an 

amount of Rs.4.09 lakhs as loan/overdraft facility to Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext.  178-  Letter  dated  20-02-2004  of  P.W.-26  to  CBI  forwarding  the  loan 

application of Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext. 179- Letter dated 13-02-2003 of B.C. Deka, Senior Manager, Central Bank to 

CBI.

Ext. 180- Certified copy of signature card of account holder Dipti Medhi Das of  

M/S City enterprise.

Ext. 181- Declaration form of M/S City Enterprise as proprietorship firm.

Ext. 182- Certified copies of letter of Central Bank addressed to City Enterprise 

requesting to bring non-judicial stamp paper for agreement.

Ext.  183-  Certified  copy  of  current  account  opening  form dated  02-12-1987 

submitted by Dipti  Medhi Das of City Enterprise having current A/C 

No.1854.

Ext.  184-  Certified  copy  of  specimen  signature  card  of  demand  over  draft 

account in the name of Dipti Medhi Das, proprietor of City Enterprise.
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Ext. 185- Certified true copy of current account opening form dated 19-09-2000 

by Dipti Medhi Das, proprietor of City Enterprise,

Ext. 186- Certified copy of form no-16 submitted by Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext.  187-  Certified  copy  of  statement  of  current  account  no.4168  of  City 

Enterprise from 19-09-2000 to 10-10-2000

Ext. 188- Certified copy of statement of A/C no.4168. 

Ext.  189-  Letter  dated  23-12-2003  of  Senior  Manager,  Central  Bank  to  CBI 

informing operation of A/C NO.4168 of City enterprise being stopped.

Ext. 190- Certified copy of list of securities submitted by Dipti Medhi Das before 

Central Bank.

Ext. 191- Certified copy of details of liquid securities of City Enterprise in respect 

of demand overdraft loan account. 

Ext.  192-  Forwarding  letter  of  Central  Bank  to  CBI  by  which  21  nos.  of 

certificates were forwarded. 

Ext. 193- Forwarding letter dated 13-03-2004 of P.W.-26 forwarding 38 nos. of 

documents to CBI including 27 nos. of UTI certificates in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das. 

Ext. 194- 5520 nos. of units in UTI Master Equity Plan, 1995, Unit Scheme, 1992, 

1964 including 920 units of Right offers 1993, 1994 in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das and Dipti Medhi Das, (2000+ 400 units each of Rs. 10/- 

relates to Prabin Ch. Das) 

Ext. 195- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate in the name 

of  FANCAO,  NF  Railway.  Principal  Amount  Rs.  50,000/-,  Maturity 

Value-Rs. 54,387/- in 5 months.

Ext. 196- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Silpukhuri  

Branch  in  respect  of  A/C  no.10/336  for  Rs.  2,76,991/-(Principal 

amount) received from Dipti Medhi Das. Maturity Value-Rs.3,87,926/- 

for 39 months.

Ext. 197- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Silpukhuri  

Branch in respect of A/C no.11/196 received from Krishna Medhi  for 
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Rs.50,000/-(Principal amount) received by Dipti  Medhi Das. Maturity 

Value, Rs. 55,545/- for 17 months.

Ext. 198- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Central 

Bank, Guwahati Branch in respect of A/C no.411/539 received from 

Dipti  Medhi  Das  for  Rs.50,000/-(Principal  amount).  Maturity  Value, 

Rs.53,857/- for 12 months.

Ext. 199- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Central 

Bank,  Guwahati  Branch  in  respect  of  A/C  no.38/317  received  from 

FANCAO,NF Railway in  the name of  City  Enterprise  for  Rs.40,085/-

(Principal amount). Maturity Value, Rs. 44,031/- for 12 months.

Ext. 200- Cash Certificate of Industrial Co-operative bank for Rs.24,000/- from 

Dipti Medhi Das in respect of A/C no.4735. Maturity Rs. 33,216/- for 36 

months

Ext. 201 to Ext. 205- NSCs of Rs. 10,000/- each in the name of Prabin Ch. Das, 

Ext. 206- Certificate (Relates to Ext. 17)

(P.W.-27) and (P.W.-30)

Ext. 207- Sale Deed No. 2312 executed by P.W.-27 on 12-05-1998 in favour of 

Prabin Ch. Das for piece of land at Rupnagar Path.

Ext. 208- Agreement (Byna Patra) dated 07-08-1997 signed by P.W.-30. After 

receiving Rs.11,50,000/-  from Prabin Ch. Das as advance for selling 

three kathas of land.( Agreement modified and sale deed Ext.207 and 

Ext.209 executed with sale consideration of Rs.3,00,000/-.)

Ext. 209- Sale Deed in favour of Namrata Das by P.W.-27. 

(These agreements/ Deeds signed by (P.W.-30) Ramen Sharma, Elder brother of  

P.W.-27)

(P.W.-28)

Ext. 210- Search list of chamber of Prabin Ch. Das at BSNL Office on 11-06-2002. 

(PW-41)
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Ext. 211- Search list at House of Prabin Ch. Das at Beltola on 11-06-2002. (PW-

41)

Ext. 212- Inventory after house search. (PW-41)

(P.W-29) 

Ext.  213-  Letter  dated  03-07-2002 of  P.W.-29  to  CBI  in  respect  of  account 

maintained by Prabin Ch. Das, Dipti Medhi Das, Namrata Das, Gitashri 

Das, City Enterprise, North Eastern Trading Corporation and Sonison 

Enterprise with Standard Chartered Bank, Guwahati branch.

Ext.  214- Letter  of  Assistant  Commissioner  of  Income Tax to CBI  about  I.T. 

Return of Prabin Ch. Das,

(PW-31)

Ext. 194 (Double)- Letter dated 30.09.2003 of PW-31 to CBI regarding Income 

Tax Return of Dipti Medhi Das,

(P.W.-33)

Ext.  194 (Triple)-  Letter  dated 07-05-2002 of  P.W.-33 to  CBI  informing  that 

except  immovable  property  return  dated  31-12-2001  no  other 

permission/intimation receipt from Prabin Ch. Das, 

Ext. 215 to Ext. 218- KVPs of Rs. 10,000/- each, Ext. 219 and Ext. 220 of Rs. 

1000/- and Rs. 500/- respectively in the name of Gritachi Das,

Ext. 221- Application form for purchase of KVP totaling Rs. 41,500/-,

Ext. 222- Letter, 

(P.W.-34) 

Document  X  -  Letter  dated  12-07-02  issued  by  Branch  Manager, 

Industrial  Cooperative  Bank,  Guwahati  to  CBI 

furnishing three nos. of statement.

Ext. 223- Statement of account SB No.9218 of Dipti Medhi Das with Industrial 

Co-Operative Bank showing credit balance of Rs.509/- on March, 2002.
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Ext. 224- Statement of account No. 3473 of City Enterprise with Industrial Co-

Operative Bank showing credit balance of Rs. 5,950/- on 30-06-2002.

Ext. 225- Statement of account No. 3709 of Sonison Enterprise with Industrial 

Co-Operative Bank showing debit balance (to be paid to the bank) of 

Rs. 1,09,166.16/- on 31-03-2002. 

(P.W.-35, 37)

Ext. 226- Seizure memo dated 14.05.2004 by which I.T. File of Prabin Ch. Das 

was seized,

Ext. 227- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1995-96 which shows gross income of Rs. 66,120/- and tax payable 

Rs. 1887/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 228- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1996-97 which shows gross income of Rs. 71,090/- and tax payable 

Rs. 1923/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 229- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1997-98 which shows gross income of Rs. 84,020/- and tax payable 

Rs. 3822/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 230- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1998-99 which shows gross income of Rs. 1,21,000/- and tax payable 

Rs. 5896/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 231- Copies of Income Tax Return of Dipti Medhi Das for the Assessment 

year 1992-93 showing income of Rs. 1,35,590,

Ext.  232  and  Ext.233-  Series-  Statement  of  account  of  City  enterprise  film 

division from 01-04-1999 to 09-05-2002.

(P.W.-36)

Ext.  234-  Letter  dated  05-02-2003  of  P.W.-36  to  CBI  providing  details  of 

expenditure of Gitashri Das and Namrata Das towards school fees etc. 

for the year 2001. 
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Ext.  235-  Letter  dated  10-01-2003  of  P.W.-36  to  CBI  providing  details  of 

expenditure of Gitashri  Das and Namrata Das towards school fees etc. 

for the year 2002. 

(P.W.-38)(P.W.-39)

Ext. 236- Covering letter dated 29-10-2004 of P.W.-39 to CBI enclosing valuation 

report in respect of property of Prabin Ch. Das situated at Bhangagarh. 

Ext. 237- Series- Valuation report.

Ext.  238-  Covering  letter  29-10-2004  of  P.W.-39  to  CBI enclosing  valuation 

report of property at Panjabari of Prabin Ch. Das. 

Ext. 239- Valuation report.

(P.W.-40) 

Ext. 240- Allotment letter of two bonds of Rs.5,000/- each of Krishna Bhagya 

Jala Nigam Ltd. for Tiku Moni Das.

Ext. 241- Covering letter for dispatching Ext.240. 

Ext. 242- Allotment letter of two bonds of Rs.5,000/- each of Krishna Bhagya 

Jala Nigam Ltd for Gitashri Das.

Ext. 243- Covering letter dispatching Ext.242.

Ext.  244-  Letter  dated  14-09-2004  issued  by  Kirloskar  Computers  to  CBI 

regarding investments.

Ext.  245-  Letter  dated  15-09-2004  to  CBI  regarding  two  investments  (Ext. 

244).The maturity period of two allotment letters was 10 years and 

maturity amount of each allotment is of Rs. 56,000/- subject to TDS.

(P.W.-41)

Ext. 246- Letter dated 27-08-2004 of P.W.-41 providing details of 11 policies to  

CBI (relates to policies referred in Ext. 3 to Ext. 24)

Ext.  247-  Policy  no-480593814  dated  28-05-1993  of  Gitashri  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.8,096/-),
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Ext.  248-  Policy  no-480671779  dated  15-07-1993  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.22,204/-), (Ext. 8)

Ext.  249-  Policy  NO.481344352  dated  28-03-1995  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  (yearly 

premium Rs.11,896/-), (Ext. 16)

Ext.  250-  Policy  no-481556325  dated  28-08-1996  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.9,100/-), (Ext. 17)

Ext.  251-  Policy  no-480594113  dated  01-05-1993  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.5,026/-), (Ext. 19)

Ext. 252- Policy no-480594945 dated 28-01-1994 of Tiku Das.(yearly premium-

Rs.4,331/-), (Ext. 18)

Ext.  253-  Policy  no-480671730  dated  28-03-1994  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.34,250/-), (Ext. 13)

Ext. 254, Ext. 256 and Ext. 257- Policy of Prabin Ch. Das for the year 1991,1993, 

1994 and 1996,

Ext. 255- Policy no-481344383 dated 28-03-1995 of Tiku Das.(yearly premium-

Rs.13,549/-), (Ext. 20)

Ext.  256-  Policy  no-481780205  dated  28-08-1996  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.18,850/-), (Ext. 21)

Ext.  257-  Policy  no-480177567  dated  28-03-1991  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.6,782.10/-), (Ext. 3)

Ext. 258- Letter dated 27-08-2004 to CBI providing details of total premium paid 

for policies (Ext.247 to Ext.257) i.e. Rs.8,47,977.10/-

Ext. 259- Letter dated 27-08-2004 to CBI regarding 11 policies as per Ext.246. 

Ext. 260- FIR

Ext. 261- Letter of Sub Post Master, Pandu Railway Colony,

Ext. 262- LIC policy details of Prabin Ch. Das, Dipti Medhi Das and Tiku Das with  

yearly premium of Rs. 8096/- of Prabin Ch. Das and Rs. 4331/- of Tiku 

Das, Rs. 5026 of Dipti Medhi Das and Rs. 6782/- of Prabin Ch. Das, 

(relates to policies mentioned above)
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Ext. 263, Ext. 263(1) to Ext. 263(11)- Sahara Investments total Rs. 1,60,000/- in 

the name of Gitashri Das and Namrata 

Das,

Ext. 264- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Namrata Das,

Ext. 265- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 266- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Namrata Das,

Ext. 267- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 268 & Ext. 269- Sahara Investment Certificate of Rs. 30,000/- each in the 

name of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 270-271- Sahara Investment Certificate of Rs. 30,000/- each in the name of 

Namrata Das,

(Ext. 264 to ext. 271 relates to Ext. 263, Ext. 263(1) to Ext. 263(11))

Ext. 272 & Ext. 273- Sahara Daily Passbook of Namrata Das,

Ext. 274- Letter dated 02.09.2004,

Ext.  275  to  Ext.  294-  Share  Certificate  of  Taurus  the  New  Share  dated 

04.10.1994 in the name of Prabin Ch. Das. each certificate 

of 200 units of Rs. 10/- per unit. 

Ext. 295- I.T. File of City Enterprise,

Ext. 296- 2500 UTI Share certificates of Rs. 10/- each of Gitashri  Das under 

Capital Growth Unit Scheme, 1992,

Ext. 297- 2500 UTI Share certificates of Rs. 10/- each of Tikumoni Das under 

Capital Growth Unit Scheme, 1992,

Ext. 298- 1000 units of UTI Share Certificate of Rs. 10/- each of Tikumoni Das 

under Martu Plus Unit Scheme, 1991,

Ext.  299-  1000  UTI  Share  certificates  of  Rs.  10/-  each  of  Subhamoni  Das 

represented by Prabin Ch. Das,
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Ext. 300- Letter dated 16.07.2004 from UTI Asset Management Co. about details 

of bonus in the name of Dipti Medhi Das (25,546) and Prabin Ch. Das 

(12,970) against unit certificates of UTI,

Ext.  301-  Letter  dated  22.06.2004  from  UTI  Asset  Management  Co.  about 

allotment of UTI, US-64 Bonds to Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 302- Seizure memo for seizure of 3 nos. of sale deeds in the name of Prabin 

Ch. Das, Gitashri Das and Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext. 303- Certified copy of Sale Deed dated 11.10.1991 for purchase of land 

measuring 1 katha 16 and half lecha at Ulubari by Dipti Medhi Das for 

Rs. 1,75,000/- from Santosh Kr. Agarwal,

Ext.  304-  Sale  Deed  dated  12.04.1991  in  the  name  of  Gitashri  Das  for  Rs.  

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar of land measuring 2 katha 10 lecha at 

Azara,

Ext.  305-  Sale  Deed  dated  12.04.1991  in  the  name  of  Gitashri  Das  for  Rs.  

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar,

Ext. 306- Sale Deed dated 12.04.1991 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs. 

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar,

Ext. 307- Sale Deed dated 12.04.1991 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs. 

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar,

Ext. 308- Sale Deed dated 12.04.1991 executed by Santosh Kr. Agarwal in favour 

of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs. 1,75,000/-,

Ext.  309-  Sale  deed dated 12.04.1991  executed  by Sri  Biharilal  Ajit  Saria  in 

favour  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das  for  Rs.  8,00,000/-  in  respect  of  land 

measuring 3 kaths 6 lechas with semi RCC godown at Dispur,

Ext. 310- Sale deed dated 18.02.1983 by Inderchand  Ajit Saria in favour of Dipti 

Medhi Das for Rs. 8,00,000/- in respect of same property in Ext. 309,

Ext.  311-  Sale  deed dated 16.09.1980  by Rohini  Kr.  Mazumdar  in  favour  of 

Prabin Ch. Das for Rs. 5,390/- in respect of land measuring 1 katha 18 

and half lechas at Bagarbari gaon under Beltola mauza,
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Ext. 312- Certified copy of Sale deed dated 03.07.1986 by Jaya Baidya in favour 

of Tikumoni Das for Rs. 99,000/- in respect of 657 sq. feet of ground 

floor,

Ext.  313-  Certified  copy  dated  03.07.1996  by  Parimal  Baidya  in  favour  of 

Tikumoni Das of other 675 Sq. feet of ground floor for Rs. 99,000/-,

Ext. 314- Certified copy of sale deed dated 13.10.1995 by Sandha Roy to Gitashri 

Das in  respect  of  1050 Sq.  feet  on the first  floor  of  a  building at 

Tokobari, Guwahati for Rs. 90,000/-,

Ext. 315- Certified copy of sale deed dated 02.08.1994 by Sandha Roy to Gitashri 

Das in  respect  of  1432 Sq.  feet  on the first  floor  of  a  building at 

Tokobari, Guwahati for Rs. 1,99,000/-,

Ext. 316- Certified copy of sale deed dated 18.11.1996 by Sandha Roy to Gitashri 

Das in respect of 512 Sq. feet of the ground floor of a building for Rs. 

80,000/-,

Ext. 317- Sale deeds 

Ext. 318- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of D. M. das for the assessment year 

1998-99,

Ext. 319- Statements (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2, E1, E2)

Doc. Z- Xerox copy of Sale deed dated 10.04.2001 by Dipti Gogoi to Dipti Medhi  

Das for purchase of land measuring 2 kaths at Ulubari for Rs. 4 lakhs.

 The statement of accused persons recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C.. They 

denied the allegations and the plea of accused Prabin Ch. Das was that  the 

investment in the name of his daughters were made by his wife from her own 

source; that proper calculations were not made by CBI; that he is not aware of 

the purchase of polices by his wife; that valuation of buildings were not correct; 

that  he  has  been wrongly  and  without  any  basis  has  been charge  sheeted. 

Prabin Ch. Das denied the purchase of land vide Ext.311(Prior to check period). 

He stated that he don’t know about the Ext.303, to Ext.310 (Sale deeds). As 

regards Ext.312, he stated that property was purchased by his wife in the name 

of their daughter. He don’t know about Ext.313 to Ext.317 and the same was 

purchased by his wife from her own source.
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 Smti Dipti Medhi Das stated of some investments in the name of 

her daughters from her own earnings; that the measurement of the building and 

valuation not done properly; that She files Income Tax Returns since her joining 

in business; that she receives rent from Bata India Ltd. which is in her premises 

at  Bhangagarh,  G.S.  Road;  that  she  purchased  land  in  the  name  of  her 

daughters in respect Ext.207, Ext.208 and Ext.209; that she was not associated 

with City Enterprise Film Division for production of film ‘Priya o Priya’; that she is 

falsely implicated in this case.

 Accused adduced the evidence of 15 witnesses as follows :

 D.W.-1 Sri  Madan Kumar  Das,  Contractor:   Deposed about 

doing sub contract work with M/S City Enterprise and used to derive benefit upto 

20%.

 D.W.-2  Sri  Hiren  Medhi,  Partner  of  North  Eastern  Trading 

Corporation: Deposed about doing construction work, water supply project with 

PHE, ESI departments etc. 

 D.W.-3 Sri Sadananda Das, Sub Divisional Engineer of Telecom 

Communication, Guwahati: Deposed of joining as Supervisory Engineer in the 

month of Oct,1995 till Feb,1998 at City Enterprise, which deals in construction 

and cable installation projects under PHE, Railway, telecommunication etc in the 

North East region.

 D.W.-4   Sri  Panmal  Baid,  Businessman:  Deposed  of  being 

tenant of Smti Dipti Medhi Das at her tokobari building since 1995 at the initial 

monthly rent of Rs.1100/- and the same is now Rs.2500/-.He also deposed of 

other three tenants in that building.

 D.W.-5  Sri  Krishna  Bayan,  Employee  of  City  Enterprise: 

Deposed about the construction work of City Enterprise under P.W.D, P.H.E., 

N.F. Railway, Assam and also in the state of Orissa and Tripura. He exhibited the 

renewal registration certificates of City Enterprise and Sonison.

 D.W.-6  Mukut Das, Service holder at BSNL & Paternal Uncle of 

Prabin Ch. Das:  Deposed of Prabin Ch. Das getting 15 bighas of land as a share  

of his ancestral property and given that land on ‘Adhyar’ from which he used to  

get around 150 mounds of paddy, and the price of paddy was around Rs.180/- 
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about 25 years ago and now it is around Rs.500/-. He also deposed of additional  

cultivation of Boro rice in that land from which Prabin Ch. Das gets around 90 

mounds of paddy whose present market rate is around Rs.500/- per mound.  

 D.W.-7 Radha Krishna  Dubey,  Tenant  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das.; 

Deposed  of  tenant  under  Dipti  Medhi  Das  since  1992  from Rs.200-300/-  as 

monthly rent  to Rs.600/-and presently Rs.2500/-.  

 D.W.-8  Rameshwar  Baidya,  Retired  BSNL  Officer:  Deposed 

about he being the presenting officer in the departmental inquiry against Prabin 

Ch. Das and Prabin Ch. Das being exonerated in that proceeding. 

 D.W.-9 Samir Chakraborty,  Businessman: Deposed of earlier 

being the employee of City Enterprise which took contactula work under Railway, 

P.W.D, ESI, P.H.E., Telecom etc in various parts of the Country and doing the 

contractual works in crores. 

 D.W.-10 Dipankar Choudhury,  Bank Officer,  IndusInd Bank: 

Deposed of taking a premises on rent for the bank from Dipti Medhi Das.

 D.W.-11 Khagen Ch.Thakuria, Retd. Executive Engineer,PHE: 

Deposed of City enterprise and Sonison executed different works of P.H.E. and 

exhibited certain completion certificates for works amounting to Rs.  8, 2, 26, 

150,   30,  250,  238 (in lakhs). 

 D.W.-12  Sri  Ranjan  Kumar  Das,  Employee  of  BSNL& 

Nephew(Bhanja) of Prabin Ch. Das: deposed of ’’ Farakati’ partition deed dated 

08-03-1981 and Prabin Ch. Das getting share of ancestral land of 11 bigha 3 

katha 5.5 lechas.

 D.W.-13 Bhupen Malakar,  Account Officer BSNL: deposed of 

Prabin Ch. Das drawing total salary of Rs.2,47,831.03/- during the period w.e.f 

30-04-1974 to 31-12-1989. 

 D.W.-14  Dhanesh  Nath  Tiwari,  Accountant  in  a  pvt.  firm: 

Deposed of City enterprise in the year 1996-97 and the firm getting completion 

certificate  from  S&T  Dept,  N.F.  Railway  for  Rs.24,29,225/-(Ext.  T),  Rs. 

47,84,746/-  (Ext.  U),  Rs.1,40,64,318/-  (Ext.V),  Rs.37,06,589/-(Ext.  W), 

Rs.12,00,000/-(Ext. X).
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 D.W.-15  Shankar  Kumar  Barman,  Employee  of  City 

Enterprise:  Deposed of  Smti  Dipti  Medhi  Das investing in  LICI,UTI,  property, 

bonds in the name of her husband and daughters. He deposed of issuance of 

cheque for Rs.4,331/- and Rs.25445/- to LICI in the name of Gitashri Das and 

Tikumoni Das on 27-02-1998 and 23-03-1998 vide Ext. Y(1). Ext. Y(2) and AG 

shows payment of Rs.2 lakh and Rs.1 lakh respectively to Arup Sharma (inferred 

P.W.27) on 12-01-1998 and 07-03-1998. Ext.Z is for payment of Rs.34,250/-, 

25,445/-, 18,850/- and 9100/- to RESPECTIVELY LICI. Ext. A(A) , Ext. A(B) for 

payment  of  Rs.4331/-  and  Rs.  12,825/-  to  LICI  .  Ext.  A(C)  for  payment  of 

Rs.22,204/- and 18850/- to LICI . Ext. A(D) for payment of Rs.4364/- , 25445/- 

and 34,250/- to LICI , Ext. A(E) for 22,204/- to LICI and Ext. A(F)& Ext. A(H) for 

payment of Rs 3675/- and Rs.3122/- to LICI respectively.

POINT FOR DETERMINATION

 Whether  the  accused  Prabin  Ch.  Das  being  a  public  servant 

acquired assets worth Rs.66,14,166,40 which was disproportionate to his known 

source  of  income  during  the  period  1990-2002,  while  he  was  posted  as 

SDO(Phones)Telecom Dept. 

 Whether  the  accused  Dipti  Medhi  Das,  being  the  wife  of  the 

accused public servant Prabin Ch. Das abetted her husband in committing the 

offence U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) P.C. Act by falsely showing herself to a business 

women and filing income tax return to cover the misdeed of her husband, who 

was doing business in your name as a proxy. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

 1) The sum and substance of the allegation as per the charge 

sheet is that the accused Prabin Ch. Das while working as SDO (Phones) started 

to acquire property during the check period 1990-2002 and amassed property 

worth  Rs.61,58,943/-  which  was  disproportionate  to  your  known  sources  of 

income by way of doing business in the name of his wife as a proxy. By way of  

influence of his post he used to award the work order of telecom department in 

the name of the firm standing in the name of his wife. Charge sheet revealed 
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that during this period his wife’s, i.e. accused Smt. Dipti Medhi Das has total  

income  from  known  sources  as  Rs.84,74,076.00  and  expenditure  was 

Rs.74,10,631.80,  thereby leaving likely  savings of  Rs.10,63,444.20 but during 

this period you acquired assets worth Rs.168,71,663/-, which showed that she 

had assets worth Rs.158,08,218.80  which was disproportionate to her known 

source of income. 

 2) As per charge sheet (Ext. 319), also the accused Prabin Ch. 

Das managed the business of M/S City enterprise , a civil construction firm in the 

name of his accused wife, Smti. Dipti Medhi Das, which was earlier a partnership 

firm  but  converted  to  proprietorship  firm  in  her  name  w.e.f.  16-11-1987. 

Similarly, M/S North Eastern Trading Corporation, established in the year 1981 as 

a partnership firm between accused  Smti. Dipti Medhi Das , and her brother 

Hiren Medhi and in the year 1987 after the withdrawal of Hiren Medhi M/S North 

Eastern  Trading  Corporation  became  the  proprietorship  concern  of  accused 

Smti.Dipti Medhi Das. Another firm by the name of M/S Sonison was established 

in the year 1983 in the name of Smti. Dipti Medhi Das. These firms were dealing 

in  civil  construction  works  of  PHE  &  E  &  D,  PWD.   Smti  Dipti  Medhi  Das 

established another firm in the name and style of Namchi Telecom in the year 

1990 for marketing pager and mobile cards on commission basis.

  3)  Charge  sheet  further  reflected  that  M/S  North  Eastern 

Corporation  and  M/S Sonison were inactive  firm maintained  only  for  bidding 

representation  and  though  the  said  firms  were  shown to  be  dealing  in  civil  

construction work, but were mainly performing cable laying and other telecom 

related works with BSNL and NF railway and accused Prabin Ch. Das  being the 

official for telecom department used to manage to award the work to M/S City 

Enterprise.   During  the  check  period  the  accused  acquired  movable  and 

immovable assets in the form of land properties, bank balances, investments in 

their name and their daughters.

 4)  Charge  sheet  further  revealed  that  during  the  said  check 

period, income acquired in the name of Smti. Dipti Medhi Das was found to be 

Rs.  84,74,076/-  and  expenditure  to  be  Rs.  74,10,631.80,  thereby  leaving  a 

savings of Rs. 10,63,444.20 but her total assets disproportionate to her known 

source  of  income  was  found  to  be  worth  Rs.  15,80,82,18.80.  Charge  sheet 

further reveals that Dipti Medhi Das did not have any taxable income till the year 
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1990-91 and her business activities and acquisition of assets started from the 

year 1990 when accused Prabin Ch. Das was promoted to the rank of Group B 

Officer. The business in the name of Smti. Dipti Medhi Das were practically done 

by Prabin Ch. Das by way of proxy. The total amount of disproportionate assets 

both in the name of both the accused was to the tune of Rs. 219,67,161.80.

 5) Prosecution in support of its contention has examined as many 

42 witnesses, and it is felt just and proper to discuss the evidence of these PWs 

in a nutshell before proceeding further with the discussion.

 6) P.W.-1, the Asstt. Branch Manager, LICI, Silpukhuri and P.W.-

2, the Branch Manager, LICI, Dispur Branch of Guwahati adduced evidence in 

respect of the LICI policies in the name of accused Prabin Ch. Das and Smti. 

Dipti  Medhi  Das and their  daughters  Gitashri  Das and Tiku  Das.  P.W.-1 has 

exhibited the status report of policy dated 28-03-1991 for Rs. 1,00,000/- in the 

name of Prabin Ch. Das with an yearly premium of Rs.6782/- as Ext.3, Policy 

dated 28-08-1994 for Rs.50,000/- in the name of Prabin Ch. Das with an yearly 

premium of Rs. 3675/- as Ext.5, Policy dated 28-03-1994 for Rs.5,00,000/- in the 

name of Dipti Medhi Das with an yearly premium of Rs.34,250/- as Ext.7, Policy 

dated 15-07-1993 for Rs.  3,05,000/-  in the name of Prabin Ch.  Das with an 

yearly premium of Rs. 22,204/- as Ext. 9. Ext.10, Ext.11, Ext.12 are the certified 

copies (under objection) of front page of policy no.480673045, 480671779 and 

480177567  in  the  name  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.50,000/-,  3,05,000/-  and 

1,00,000/-  respectively. Ext.13 is the certified copy (under objection) of front 

page of policy no.480671730 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs.5,00,0000/-.

 7) P.W.-2 has exhibited the status report of policy no. 480593814 

dated 28-05-1993 in the name of Prabin Ch. Das for Rs.1,00,000/- with an yearly 

premium of Rs.8096/-. as Ext.15, Policy No.481344352 dated 28-03-1995 in the 

name of Gitashri Das for Rs.1,00,000/- with an yearly premium of Rs.11,896/-as 

Ext.16, Policy No.481556325 dated 28-08-1996 in the name of Prabin Ch. Das 

for  Rs.1,00,000/-  with  an  yearly  premium  of  Rs.9100/-  as  Ext.17,  Policy 

No.480594945 dated 28-01-1994 in the name of Tiku Das for Rs.2,00,000/- with 

an yearly premium of Rs.4331/- as Ext.18, Policy No.480594113 dated 01-05-

1993 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs.1,00,000/- with an yearly premium of 

Rs.5026/- as Ext.19, Policy No.481344383 dated 28-03-1995 in the name of Miss 

Tiku Das for  Rs.2,00,000/-  with an yearly  premium of Rs.13549/-  as Ext.20, 
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Policy  No.481780205  dated  28-08-1996  in  the  name  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for 

Rs.2,50,000/-  with  an  yearly  premium of  Rs.9100/-  as  Ext.21.  Ext.22  is  the 

certified photo copy of the policy for Rs.1,00,000/- in the name of Dipti Medhi 

Das,  Ext.23 is  the certified photo copy of the policy for  Rs.1,00,000/-  in the 

name of Prabin Ch. Das,  Ext.24 is  the certified photo copy of  the policy for 

Rs.2,50,000/- in the name of Prabin Ch. Das.

 8) Objection has been raised as regard Ext.10,  Ext.11,  Ext.12, 

Ext.13, Ext.22, Ext.23 and Ext.24 being the Xerox copy of the first page of the 

policy.  But  the same has  been certified  to  be true  copy by the Manager  of 

Central Bank of India, Guwahati Branch (Why certified by Manager?).

 (Even if these Ext.10, Ext.11, Ext.12, Ext.13, Ext.22, Ext.23 and 

Ext.24 are not taken into consideration, the same has been proved by the status 

report as mentioned above.)

 9) P.W.-3 is The Director of BSNL who accorded the sanction to 

launch prosecution against Prabin Ch. Das, a public servant, in terms of Section 

19 of the P.C. Act. Ext.25 is the said sanction letter and Ext. 25(1) to Ext.25 (13) 

are his signatures. He denied the suggestion of the defence that he did not apply 

his mind while according the sanction.  

 10)  P.W.-4  is  the  Deputy  Manager  of  IDBI,  Guwahati  who 

deposed that Ext.26 and Ext.27 are the certificates issued on 18-03-1996 for 

policies of Rs.5300/- each in the name of Gitashri Das. These two exhibits are 

IDBI deep discount bonds.  

 11) P.W.-5 is the Senior Accounts Officer, BSNL who was posted 

as Telecom Operator during the period 1990-2002 and was posted at Guwahati 

from 20-10-2003 to 08-06-2006. He exhibited the forwarding letter of Divisional 

Engg P.K.  Baruah,  whereby  pay allowance and deduction  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das 

during the year 1990, prepared by him, was forwarded to SP, CBI, Guwahati. 

Ext.29 is the said pay and allowances for the period Jan, 1990 to Nov, 1990.  

Ext.29 (1) is his signature. 

 12) P.W.-6 is the Asstt. Manager, UTI Technology Services, and 

Calcutta, who joined UTI on April 2001. Ext.32 is the letter written by him to the 

CBI inspector, Guwahati regarding investment by Prabin Ch. Das and his family 

members  in  UTI.  Ext.32  (1)  is  his  signature.  Eight  investments  are  shown 
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totaling Rs. 97,870/- out of which Rs. 35,000/- is the name of Smt. Dipti Medhi 

Das and these plans were purchased during the year 1991 to 1996. Vide Ext.33; 

P.W.6 forwarded the original copies along with the Xerox copies of the requisite  

documents. Ext.35 is the Membership certificate of UTI Master Equity Plan, 1992 

for  Rs. 10,000/- in the name of Prabin Ch. Das. Ext.37 is  the Membership 

certificate of UTI Master Equity Plan, 1992 for Rs.10,000/- in the name of Dipti 

Medhi Das, Ext.39 is the Membership Advice of UTI Growing Corpus Growing 

Plan for 1000 units of Rs. 10/- each in the name of Dipti Medhi Das. Ext.40 is the 

Membership  Advice  of  UTI  Monthly  income  plan,  1996  in  the  name  of 

Shubhamani Das (Daughter of Prabin Ch. Das) for 2117 units of Rs. 10/- each. 

Ext. 41 is the Membership Advice of UTI deferred Income Unit Plan, 1993 for 500 

units  of  Rs.  10/-  each  in  the  name  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.  Ext.42  is  the 

acknowledgement receipt for Rs. 10,000/- for units purchased towards Master 

equity plan,1992 in  the name of Dipti  Medhi  Das.  Ext.43 is  the Membership 

Advice of UTI Growing Corpus Growing Plan, for 1000 units of Rs. 10/- each in 

the name of Prabin Ch. Das.

 13)  P.W.-7  is  the  Area  Manager  of  Amway  India  Ltd.,  who 

deposed that Prabin Ch. Das and Dipti Medhi Das were appointed as Distributor 

of Amway Products on 15-03-2001 and they worked as distributor for two years.  

Ext.  44  is  the  identity  card  in  the  name  of  Smti.  Dipti  Medhi  Das  with  co-

applicant Prabin Ch. Das. Ext.46 is the invoice regarding the business done by 

them. Ext.48 to Ext.57 are the sale invoices through which Prabin Ch. Das and 

Dipti Medhi Das purchased products from Amway. Ext. 58 to Ext. 60 are the 

summary of statement for commission of the month Mar’02, Jan’02 and Feb’02. 

Ext.46 is the detail of purchase made by the accused persons w.e.f 29-03-2001 

to 06-11-2003 and they were paid a commission Rs.2922/- during this period. 

Cross  examination  reveals  that  it  is  not  certain  as  to  whether  the  products  

purchased by the accused are sold to others or used by themselves. 

 14)  P.W.-8  is  the  Asstt.  Junior  Worker  of  Sahara  India,  City 

Branch, Chandmari.  Along with his letter 15-06-2004 ,Ext.69 , he forwarded the 

photo copy of application for opening of new account No.845650 dated 16-12-

1997, in the name Smti  Namrata Das (Daughter  of Prabin Ch. Das),  840084 

dated 16-12-1992 in the name of Smti Namrata Das, 840086 dated 16-12-1997. 

Ext.  70-72 for  investments  of  Rs.  10,000/-  each.  Ext.  73 to  Ext.  76 are  the 

photocopy of the applications in the name of Gitashri Das, Ext.77 and Ext.78 are 
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the photocopy of these applications of Rs. 10,000/- each in the name of Namrata 

Das, Ext.79 and Ext.80 are the photocopy of the applications in the name of 

Gitashri Das, Ext.81 to Ext.83 are the photocopy of the applications in the name 

of Namrata Das, Ext.84 and Ext.85 are the photocopy of the applications in the 

name of Gitashri Das. Ext.86 & Ext.87 is the computer generated ledger sheet of  

Daily Account No.21829810709 and No.21829810708 in the name of Namrata 

Das. Both these exhibits show balance of Rs.22500/- on 30-05-2002. Ext.88 is 

the list  of  matured accounts  in the name of Namrata Das and Gitashri  Das.  

These deposits matured in 01-01-2000 and two deposits on 02-01-2002. Total 

deposits in 8 accounts were Rs. 1,20,000/-. Ext.89 is the details of 18 deposit 

accounts  in  the  name  of  Gitashri  Das  and  Namrata  Das  which  shows  total 

investment in their name as Rs. 2,45,000/-. 

 15) P.W.-9 is the private job holder working as Accountant with 

Jupiter  Motors,  M.G.  Road,  Uzanbazar.  He has  written  a  letter  dated 28-04-

2004(Ext.90) to the CBI Inspector giving information regarding the sale of Opel 

Astra Car  to Dipti  Medhi  Das on 29-04-2002 at the cost  of Rs.8,63,942/-  by 

making initial  payment of Rs.3,63,942/-  by cheque drawn on Central Bank of 

India.  

 16)  P.W.-10 was working  as  Head Clerk  in  the office  of  DTO, 

Kamrup, Guwahati and his evidence is regarding the registration of Opel Astra 

Car  in  the  name  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das.  Ext.92  is  the  particulars  of  AS01  E 

6121(earlier No.ZRM3061)LMV Maruti Car in the name of Dipti Medhi Das and 

Ext.93 ASOI M5887,Opel Astra in the name of Dipti Medhi Das are the particulars 

of the vehicle so registered. Ext.94 is the particular of Vehicle No. AX A 5467 

which was originally  in the name of Provincial  Officer,  Don Bosco, Panbazar, 

Guwahati and subsequently transferred into the name of Dipti Medhi Das on 19-

03-1993.

 17)  P.W.-11  ,The  Senior  Account  Officer,  GM,  Telecom  Dept., 

Kamrup wrote letter dated 15-10-2003 ( Ext.95) addressed to SDE (vigilance), 

GMT, Kamrup whereby he has forwarded the salary particulars of Prabin Ch. 

Das, SDE w.e.f. Dec,1990 to Aug,2003. The net drawn salary during this period 

was Rs. 8,05,126/-, excluding 21 months for which the original vouchers were 

not readily traceable . for this 21 months the next salary Rs.98,029/-.  Ext.96 is 

the  letter  dated  07-05-2004  addressed  to  Inspector  CBI  forwarding  the 
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particulars of salary of Prabin Ch. Das during the period Aug 1999 to 2003. It 

also reflects that  Prabin Ch.  Das has availed  GPF advance of  Rs.  6,93,000/- 

during the year 1998 to 2001.

 18)  PW 12,  the junior  engineer  (Civil),  CPWD was one of  the 

member who, surveyed and measured the Assam type building the accused and 

valued the construction cost of the building situated at Nabin Nagar at Guwahati 

in the name accused PC Das and his wife Dipti Medhi das was assessed as at 

Rs.3,22,560/-.  The cost  of  3  storied  RCC building  at  Panjabari,Guwahati  was 

assessed at Rs. 33,95,685/-. The building at Jaya Nagar Beltola in the name of 

PC Das was asses at Rs. 2,16,628/-. The four stored RCC building with stair case 

up to 7 th floor with lift at Bhangagarh, Guwahati was asses Rs.1,50,74,036/- 

and  the  cost  of  alteration  work  for  the  building  at  Tokobari,  Guwahati  was 

Calculated at Rs 8,105/- Ext. 97 is the forwarding letter to the CBI about  the 

valuation report.

 19) PW 13 (Dinesh Baishya) deposed that   he along with Kanak 

Deka and Ghanashyam Choudhury were the partners of private company name 

M/S City enterprise Registerd in the year 1978. In 1983 this two partners retired 

and Smt Dipti Medhi Das and Smti Damba Bati Choudhury as new partners on 

28/4/1983. The business of the City Enterprise was contract business of supply 

and construction works with Govt. Department. The accused PC Das influence all 

the policy matters and the company made with financial crisis and thereafter few 

works were taken and manage by Smt Dipti Medhi Das. Due to finanacial crisis 

the company was dissolved on 16/11/1987 and thereafter it was converted into a 

proprietorship firm in the name of Smt Dipti Medhi Das. 

 20) PW 14 (Hukum Raj  Sajan Raj) , a charter accountant  by 

profession  deposed that in the year 1994 Prabin Ch. Das approached him for 

filing his  income tax return and his wife, Ext 99 is the income tax file of Smt.  

Dipti  Medhi Das for these assessment were filed by him. As per Ext.  99 the 

compile balance sheet for 19 88-89 to 1996-97   was submitted and during this 

period there was no taxable income of Smt Dipti Medhi. Income tax of Smt Dipti  

Medhi  for  the  assessment  year  1993  and94 were  filed  at  Guwahati  and  for 

assessment year 1997-98 were filed at  Dimapur by P.C. Botra . 

 21) P.W-14 further deposed that the income tax return of Smt 

Dipti Medhi was filed on the basis of working rough papers supplied by her along 
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with  TDS  certificate  issued  by  the  department.  No  books  of  account  were 

maintained by of Smt Dipti Medhi. Her net  income for the year 1988-89 was Rs. 

20248/- and he drawing Rs. 3225, for the year 1989-90 her net  income was 

Rs.15163/- and he drawing Rs. 4761, for the year 1990-91 her net  income was 

Rs. 28964/- and  drawing Rs. 5062/-, for the year 1991-92 her net income was 

Rs. 117105/- and  drawings of Rs. 5963/- her   income for the year 1992-93 her 

income was   Rs. 177171/- and he drawing Rs.11,162/-, for the year 1993-94 her 

income was Rs.21390/- and he drawing Rs.17182, for the year 1994-95 income 

was 176899 and drawings Rs291143/-, for the year 1995 -96  her income was of 

Rs.18795/-  drawings  26292,  for  the  year  1997-98  her  income  was   of 

Rs.157378/- and drawings-of Rs. 19273/-. 

 22) Ext. 227 is the income tax return of Sri Prabin Ch. Das for the 

assessment  1995-96  and  his  income  was  Rs.  66115/-   Ext  228  for  the 

assessment of the year 1996-97 gross income was Rs. 71,090/-, Ext. 229 for the 

assessment of the year 1997-98 income was of Rs. 84,020/- Ext. 230 for the 

assessment of the year1998-99  and income was Rs. 1,21,002/-. 

 23) Ext. 110 is the application form dated on 5/9/1994 in name of 

Prabin Ch. Das for investment in the Taurus Mutual Fund of Rs. 20,000/- and 

PW17 has produced computer generated Statement of that account as Ext. 112. 

As per PW-16 vide Ext. 102 information was given to CBI as regards Children Gift 

Growth Fund certificate bearing no.2019242200134 pertaining Miss Gritashi Das 

for  investment  of  Rs.  16700/-  towards 1670 units.  Ext.  103 to  Ext.  106  are 

related to the investment as per Ext. 102. As per Ext. 103 the balance unit as on 

1703 was 8006.25 units. As per Ext. 107 information was given to CBI about the 

details of investment and other information in respect of Prabin Ch. Das and 

Dipti Medhi Das in Greeha Laxmi Scheme the initially investment was Rs. 15,000 

and dividend of Rs.3,450 was paid to Smt Dipti Medhi Das.

 24) PW-18, an employee of FCI Office, Ulubari accompanied the 

CBI team to residential house of PC das along with J.C Borthakur, an employee 

of railway department, for house search of Prabin Ch. Das Ext 113 is the charge 

Memo after search inventory (Ext. 114) was prepared. During search operation 

along with other articles key bearing no 38 of locker no38 of Punjab and Sind 

Bank Rajgarh Branch was found and sent taken into possession by CBI Vide Ext. 

115 After house search the CBI party conducted the charge of the Prabin Ch. 
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Das at City Enterprise of G.S. Road Bhangagarh Ext 116 is the charge list, Ext. 

117 and 118 are inventories.

 25)  PW-19,  a  charter  accountant  by  profession,  prepared  EXT 

119, which is the audit report in respect of M/S City Enterprise for the year 1998-

99. The net profit of City enterprise for 1998-99 was Rs. 1,70,380.58/- similarly 

as  per  Ext.  122  the  net  profit  for  the  financial  year  1999-2000  was  Rs. 

1,76,924.66/-.Similarly the audit  report for the year 2000-2001 is as per Ext. 

123. As per Ext. 124, the net profit for the financial year 2000-2001 was Rs. 

3,16,480/- 

 26) PW-20 also accompanied the CBI team on 11/6/2002 to the 

office PC Das and there after the plot of PC Das at Beltola. Ext. 210 and 211 are 

the search list and Ext. 212 is inventory. Vide Ext. 210 the office premises of 

accused PC Das was searched and Vide Ext. 211 the premises of M/S Nice was 

searched. In Ext. 212 the particular of articles, their name, nature, price etc were 

mentioned.

 27)  PW-21  Sri  Chandi  Charan  Mukhopodhya   was  the  Senior 

Branch Manager Bank of  Baroda, Dispur Branch on 11/04/04 and issued the 

letter   on  11/4/04  (Ext.  125)  to  the  CBI,  whereby  he  has  enclosed  loan 

application form dated 27/04/02 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das, statement of 

credit  loan  account  786  from  29/02/02  from  11/54/04,  copy  of  NSC  of  Rs 

34000/- in the Name of Dipti Medhi Das, copy of Rs. 50000/- dated 29/04/02. 

 28) Ext. 126 is the verified photocopy of loan application. Ext. 127 

is the verified photocopy of  appraisal cum sanction memo. Ext. 126/1. 126/2 

and 127/1 are his signatures. Ext. 128 is the statement of account of car loan in 

the name of Dipti Medhi Das. Ext. 129 is the statement of account of Sbi account 

no 3231 is the name of Dipti medhi das. Ext. 130 and 131 are the verified copies 

of FDI in the name Dipti Medhi Das of Rs. each. Ext 132,133 and 134 are the 

verified photo copies of NSC of Rs. 10,000/- each in the name of Dipti Medhi 

Das. Ext. 135 – 142 are the copies of NSCs of Rs. 500/- each in the name of 

Dipti Medhi Das.

 29) PW-22  Sri Hiren Gogoi was posted at the Silphukhuri Branch 

central Bank of India during relevant and Vide letter dated 28/08/04 (Ext. 144), 

the then branch manager forwarded saving bank account no 7008 of Prabin Ch. 
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Das, 7044 of Dipti Medhi Das, MMDC fixed deposit a/c 9/320of City Enterprise 

Current deposit account no 1323 of city enterprise MMDC a/no 11/192 of north 

eastern trading corporation, current deposit a/no1315 and 1440 of north eastern 

trading  corporation,  Ext.  145  is  the  statement  of  account  of  savings  bank 

a/no7008 of  PC das from 6/2/02 to 1/7/04 and there was a balance of  Rs. 

912.88 as on 6/12/02. Ext. 149 is the true copy of fixed deposit receipt of MMDC 

9/320 issued on 23/11/98 for principle amount of Rs. 1,11,925/- in the name of 

City enterprise. Ext. 150 is the true copy of fixed deposit receipt of MMDC 11/192 

issued on 21/08/1998 for principle amount of Rs-54,120/- in the name of north 

eastern trading corporation. As per Ext. 151 an amount of Rs. 82,299.80/- was 

lying in the demand loan account no 56 of City enterprise and the Ext 152 is a  

statement of loan account no 56 of City enterprise from 25/3/02 to 2/4/04. 

 30) PW-23, the then asst. post master Guwahati GPO provided 

the information to the CBI vide his letter dated 22.05.2004, Ext. 153 regarding 

the NSC issued to Dipti Medhi Das that 10 NSC of Rs 14000 were issued in the 

name of Dipti Medhi Das. Ext 154 is the NSC of Rs 10000 issued in the Name of  

Gitarshee Das (d/o PC Das) on 7/2/98. Ext 155 is the NSC of Rs 10000 issued in 

the Name of Gitashri Das on 7/2/98 in the name of Tikumoni Das (d/o PC Das).  

Document X1 to X8 is the photocopies of 10 NSC of Rs 500/- each in the name 

of Dipti medhi Das, X9 and X10 are to NSCs of Rs 10000/- each in the name of  

Dipti  Medhi  Das.  Ext  156  i.e  latter  dt  13/09/04  of  Pw3 address  to  CBI  has 

reference of 6 no of NSC issued from Guwahati GPO of Rs 10,000/- each relating 

to Ext. 154 and Ext. 155 . 

 31)  Ext.  157  is  the  seizure  memo  dt  19/8/03  by  which  CBI 

inspector seized the income tax return of Smt Dipti Medhi Das along with balance 

sheet  of M/s City Enterprise , Northeast Trading and M/s Sonison Enterprise and 

Ext 157/1 and 157/2 are the signatures of PW 24, a Chartered Accountant by 

profession . Ext 158 is the certified true copy of acknowledgement of Dipti Medhi 

Das. 

 32)  Vide  Ext.  159  (seizure  memo)  PW  25  handed  over  9 

documents to inspector of police CBI on 1/04/04 the particulars of document 

seized are mentioned in Ext 159. Ext 160 is the certified copy of lease agreement 

dated 14/3/2002 between Dipti Medhi Das and BATA India Ltd in respect of the 

shop premises at GS Road, the house rent being paid quarterly. On the same day 
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another agreement was entered Dipti Medhi and Bata India Ltd in respect of 

aforesaid premises which was leased out for 15 years. The Bata India paid Dipti  

Medhi Das Rs 4,00,000/- by demand draft dt 24/2/2000 towards security deposit  

deductable Rs 15,000/- per month for the monthly rent till adjusted. Ext 161 is 

the aforesaid agreement (certified to be true copy). Ext 162 is the money receipt 

issued by Dipti Medhi Das. As per Ext 164 issued by PW 25 to Smt Dipti Medhi 

Das  and amount of Rs 23,252/- was paid to her after adjustment of security 

deposit and income tax. Vide Ext 165 an amount of Rs 533 which was adjusted 

was repaid to Smt Dipti Medhi Das. Ext 168 is the computerized statement made 

by Bata India ltd. to different land lords. As per Ext 168/2 quarterly rent was 

paid  to  Dipti  Medhi  das  after  deduction  of  50  percent  by  adjusting  security 

deposit  and  deduction  of  income  tax.   Net  payment  30150/-  was  made  by 

demand draft dt 29/7/2000 towards quarterly rent after deduction of Rs 40000/- 

towards  refundable  security  deposit   and  Rs  14850/-  towards  deduction  of 

income tax. Similarly Ext 169 is regarding quarterly  rent October to December 

2000. Ext 170,171,172,173,174 and 175 are  the computerized statement of the 

subsequent quarterly rent. 

 33) PW- 27 executed sale deed no 2312 on 12/5/98 (Ext 207) in 
favour of  P.C Das in respect of a piece of land behind Hotel Shiva, Rupnagar 
path. He further deposed that on 7/8/97 another agreement (for sale) i.e. Ext 
208 was executed, wherein the details of payment receipt from PC das were 
mentioned. On the same date another agreement was executed in favour of Miss 
Namrata Das i.e. Ext. 209. Ext 208 is the Byna Patra executed by PW-27(Brother 

of PW-30)  whereby he receive Rs. 11,50,000/- as advanced for selling 3 kathas 
of land to Prabin Ch. Das. in his cross he stated that the amount was received by 
cheques and out of which some of them were not cleared. So position of the plot 
of land to be sold was changed and sale deed for Rs 3,00,000/- Vide Ext 207 and 
209. The properties executed were in the name of PW 27 (Brother of PW-30) 
and PW-30 used to manage the entire dealing of their joint family property Ext 
207 and 209.

 34)  PW- 28 while  working in  the  office  Reasonal  FCI,  Ulubari, 
accompanied CBI team for search in the office of PC DAS in the office of GMT, 
Kamrup BSNL, Guwahati. Ext 210 is the set search list. Ext 211 is the another 
search list conducted on the same date. Ext 212 is the inventory of the articles.

 35)  PW-29  while  working  as  manager  operator  with  Standard 

Chartered, Guwahati Branch issued a letter dt 3/7/2002 ( Ext 213) to the CBI in 

respect of the account maintained by Prabin Ch. Das,  Dipti Medhi Das, Namrata 

Das, Gitashrree Das, M/s City Enterprise, North Eastern Trading Corporation and 
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M/s Sonison Enterprise. As per PW-31, Asstt. Commissioner of Income Tax, Smt 

Dipti Medhi Das filed her Income Tax Return for the first time for the year 1992-

1993 and there is no record of assessment year prior to the assessment year 

1992-1993 and ext 194 is the letter dated 30/9/03 by which he provided the 

information in this regard to the CBI.

 36) PW 32 who was posted as sub post master H.S. at Pandu 

Railway Colony during July 2002 to May 2005, deposed that the KVP issued from 

the said post office on 9/10/99, out of which Ext. 215 to Ext. 218 (inadvertently 

typed  as  Ext.  195  to  198)  are  of  Rs.  10,000/-  each,  Ext.  219  &  Ext. 

220(inadvertently typed as Ext. 199 and Ext. 200) are of Rs 1000/- and 500/-  

respectively in the name of Gitashree Das. Ext. 221 (inadvertently typed as Ext. 

201) is the certified copy of the application form for purchase of KVP of total Rs  

41,500/- in the name of Gitashree Das.

37)  As  per  PW-33  except  immovable  property  return  dtd. 

31/12/01, no other permission / intimation regarding transaction of acquisition of 

property of PC Das was found in the office. He gave the information to the CBI 

vide letter dated 7/5/2004 (Ext 194). 

38) P.W.-34 the Branch Manager of Industrial Cooperative Bank 

Ltd provided the statement of accounts  to the CBI Inspector N.R. Dey(P.W.-42) 

in  respect  of  accounts  of  Smti  Dipti  Medhi  Das  vide  Ext.223  showing  credit 

balance  of  Rs.509/-  as  on  March,2002,  account  of  M/S  City  Enterprise  vide 

Ext.224 showing credit balance of Rs.5950/- as on 30-06-2002, account of M/S 

Sonison  vide Ext.225 showing debit balance of Rs.1,09,166.16/- as on 31-03-

2002. 

39) P.W.-35 used to do the sub contract work of laying cable of 

telecom in the year 1995 under the North East Trading Corporation of Smti Dipti  

Medhi Das.  Subsequently, he along with Smti Dipti medhi Das and Bastab Neog 

constituted a partnership firm by the name and style of  City  Enterprise Film 

Division of making an Assamese film “Priya o Priya”. He exhibited 232 and 233 

series of documents to be the statement of accounts of the said firm from 01-04-

1999 to 09-05-2002. As per him, the cost of production was 14 lacs. He was 

declared  hostile  by  the  CBI  and  confronted  that  he  stated  before  the  CBI 

personnel the expenditure of making the film to be Rs.43,75,676/-. He stated 

that he sustained loss in that project. In the cross by defence he stated that he 
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and Bastab Neog executed a registered deed to produce the film  from their  

source. He was shown as a producer. He also stated that the firm City Enterprise  

is  a  different  organization  and  he  have  no  connection  with  that  firm in  the 

production of film “Priya o Priya”.

 40) P.W.-36 is the Principal of Holy Child where Miss Gitashree 

Das and Namrata Das daughter of Prabin Ch. Das study. During the period 1990-

2001, a total amount of Rs.26405/- was received towards the tuition and other 

fees in respect of Gitashree Das and Rs.17095/- towards Namrata Das. 

 41) P.W.-37 used to execute works in the telecom department in 

the year 1998-99 under the sub contract of M/S City Enterprise. He produced 

one Assamese film titled “Priya o Priya” with Rohini Borah and Prabin Ch. Das 

was Chief Adviser and Smti Dipti Medhi Das was associated with the film. An 

amount of Rs.43,75,676/- was spent. Vide Ext. 232(4) he received personal loan 

of Rs.5000/- from City Enterprise.  Vide Ext.232(20) he received an amount of 

Rs.1300/- for payment for postering at Tinsukia. 

 42) P.W.-38, Materials Manager, N.F.Railway deposed that in the 

year 2001, he was working as Chief Vigilance Inspector, N.F. Railway, Maligaon. 

He accompanied the CBI team to the residential house of Prabin Ch. Das on 11-

06-2002 where CBI team conducted search and seized certain documents vide 

Ext.113. Vide Ext.114, list of articles was prepared in the residence of Prabin Ch. 

Das. On the same day he accompanied the CBI team to the office premise of  

City Enterprise. Ext.116 is the search list and Ext.117 and Ext.118 are the list of 

inventories found during the search in the office of the City Enterprise.  

 43)  P.W.-39,  the  then  Valuation  Officer  under  the  Income tax 

Department ,Kolkata deposed that in respect of the letter of request made by the 

CBI assessed the valuation of property in respect of Prabin Ch. Das at Panjabari 

and Bhangagarh ,Guwahati. In respect of Bhangagarh property the valuation was 

done  on  13-09-2004  to  15-09-2004  in  presence  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  and  Sri 

P.K.Dutta, J.E., I.T. Deptt. It was a G+4 storied building with lift upto 7th floor 

used for  commercial  purpose. The value of  the property as on 2002-03 was 

assessed  at  Rs.95,26,000/-  as  against  declared  value  of  Rs.3049907/-.  The 

building G+2 storage at Panjabari  was assessed at Rs.35,24,000/-  as against 

declared value of Rs.1984954/-. Vide covering letter dated 29-10-2004 (Ext.236), 

the valuation report in respect of Bhangagarh property was forwarded to CBI. 
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Ext.237 to  Ext.237(18)  are  the said  valuation  report.  Similarly,  vide covering 

letter  dated  29-10-2004(Ext.238),  the  valuation  report  i.e.  Ext.239  to  Ext. 

239(10) of property at Panjabari were sent to the CBI. 

 44) In his cross p.w.-39 stated that while making the assessment 

he has not consulted the structural drawing of the building as the same was not 

provided by the assessee.  He has not checked the ownership of the buildings 

and he have assessed the buildings as per Delhi Plinth area rate 92 and Kolkata 

Schedule rate 87 duly adjusted with cost index of Guwahati. He has not annexed 

the rates of Delhi and Kolkata. He also stated that the cost of construction will be 

less if the assessee himself construct the building. 

 45) P.W.-40, the Company Secretary of Krishna Vagya Jala Nigam 

Limited deposed about allotment of two bonds of Rs.5000/- each  vide Ext.240 

On 20-06-1996 in the name of  minor Tikumoni Das on the basis of application 

submitted by Smti Dipti Medhi Das. Ext. 242 is the allotment letter dated 20-06-

1996 in respect of two bonds of Rs.5000/- in the name of Gritshri Das. 

 46)  P.W.-41,  the  Area  Planning  Manager,  SBI  Life  Insurance 

deposed that vide Ext. 246 i.e. letter dated 27-08-2004, he provided details of 11 

policies to CBI Inspector(P.W.-42). Ext. 247, Ext. 248, Ext. 250, Ext. 254, Ext. 

256 and Ext. 257 are the policies in the name of Prabin Ch. Das commencing 

during the year 1991, 1993, 1994 and 1996. Ext. 249 is the policy in the name of 

Gitashri Das. Ext. 251 and Ext. 253 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das and Ext. 252 

and Ext. 255 in the name of Tiku Das. The total premium paid for these policies 

as per letter dated 27-08-2004(Ext.258) is Rs.8,47,977.10/-. 

 47)  The  check  period  taken  by  the  prosecution  is  from 

01.01.1990 to 11.06.2002. As per statement A-1 the assets of Sri Prabin Ch. 

Das prior to the check period i.e. as on 01.01.1990 is worth Rs. 6,86,947/- and 

that of Smti Dipti Medhi Das was Rs. 20,248/- as per statement A-2. Statement  

B-1 shows the total assets acquired by P. C. Das during the check period was Rs. 

66,14,166/-.  Statement  B-2  shows  assets  of  Smti  Dipti  Medhi  Das  as  Rs. 

1,68,71,663/-. The income during the check period of Prabin Ch. Das as per 

statement C-1 was Rs.  16,12,489/-  and that of  Smti  Dipti  Medhi  Das as per 

statement C-2 was Rs. 84,74,076/-. The expenditure of Prabin Ch. Das during 

the check period as per statement D-1 was Rs. 11,57,266/- and that of Smti Dipti 

Medhi  Das  was  Rs.  74,10,631/-  as  per  statement  D-2.  Going  by  these 
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statements, the likely savings of Prabin Ch. Das during the check period was Rs. 

4,55,223/-(Rs.16,12,489-Rs.11,57,266) and that of Smti Dipti Medhi Das was Rs. 

10,63,444/- (Rs. 84,74,076- Rs. 74,10,631) and thereby the assets acquired by 

Prabin  Ch.  Das  disproportionate  to  his  known  source  of  income  was  Rs. 

61,58,943 (Rs.66,14,166-Rs. 4,55,223) and that of Smti Dipti Medhi Das was Rs. 

1,58,08,219/-(Rs. 1,68,71,663-Rs. 10,63,444). These statements are brought in 

evidence as Ext. 319.

 48) Ld. PP submitted that the accused Mr. Prabin Ch. Das has no 

other  income  except  salary  and  he  has  failed  to  show any  other  source  of 

income.  Ld.  PP  further  submitted  that  known sources  of  income  must  have 

references to sources known to the prosecution on thorough investigation of the 

case and does not means sources known to the accused. Reference was made to 

the judgement of the Supreme Court reported in  AIR 1964 SC 464 (Sajjan 

Singh –Vs-State of Punjab).  Referring to the judgement of Hon’ble Supreme 

Court in  (2008)17 SCC 83 (N.Ramakrishnaiah –Vs- state of Andhra Pradesh) 

submitted that prosecution cannot, in the very nature of the things be expected 

to know the affairs of the accused. Those matters specially within the knowledge 

of the accused comes within the meaning of Sec 106 of the Indian Evidence Act. 

Burden lies upon the accused to satisfactorily account not only by offering a 

plausible explanation as to how he acquired the wealth but also to satisfy the 

court that his explanation is worthy of acceptance.  Reference is made to the 

judgement of Hon’ble Supreme court reported in AIR 1960 SC 7(C.S.D. Swamy 

–Vs-State).

49) As against accused Smti Dipti Medhi Das, ld.PP referred the 

judgement of Supreme Court report in  AIR 1999 SC 2556  (P.Nallamal –Vs-

State) that a private person can be prosecuted for offence of abetment.

50)  Defence  counsel  made  the  argument  basically  on  the 

following headings:

a) Defective Charge, 

b) Defective Sanction,

c) Defective Statements,

d) Defective investigation,
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e) Exoneration of accused from departmental proceedings,

f) Lack of evidence.

 51)  Coming to  the submission  on charge,  the defence counsel 

submitted that the charge against the accused persons are defective in as much 

as the charge speaks of disproportionate assets worth Rs.66,14,166.40/- of Sri 

Prabin Ch. Das as calculated from Statement A,B,C and D but the record do not  

support any such statements rather there are statements like A-1, A-2, B-1, B-2, 

C-1, C-2 ,D-1, D-2, E-1 and E-2. The series A are assets of accused persons 

prior to the check period, B series during the check period, C series of income 

during  the  check  period  and  D-series  are  regarding  expenditures.  The 

computatin are shown in statement E-1 and E-2 but not referred in the charge 

head.   The  amount  of  disproportionate  assets  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  has  been 

shown as Rs. 61,58,943/- as per statement E-1 but same not reflected in the 

charge head, rather an amount shown is of Rs.66,14,166.40/- is mentioned in 

the charge, which is the total property found in the possession of the accused 

Prabin Ch. Das during the check period, as per statement B-1.  After excluding 

the savings of Rs.4,55,223.40/-, disproportionate assets was Rs. 61,58,943/-. 

This was simply an error in mentioning the amount in charge and the same has 

not misled the accused in any manner of the substance of charge against him. 

 52) As regards Smti  Dipti  Medhi  Das,  in  the charge head it  is 

mentioned that she intentionally aid her husband Prabin Ch. Das in commission 

of offence by showing herself to be a businesswoman and by furnishing income 

tax return to cover up the misdeeds of her husband. The submission is that if  

Smti Dipti Medhi Das has tried to cover up the misdeeds of her husband then 

the charge should have been U/S 201 IPC and not U/S 109 IPC, as because 

covering up comes after the commission of offence and abetment comes before 

the commission of offence.  

 53) So far the allegation against the accused persons,  accused 

Prabin Ch. Das is aware that the allegation in the FIR against him is that he 

possessed assets worth Rs.65,30,000/-(approx.)including land and properties at 

Bhangagarh, Panjabari buildings etc. and the charge sheet speaks of himself 

having assets  worth Rs.  61,58,943/-  which is  disproportionate to his  known 

source of income.  The FIR speaks of running a business in the name of his wife 

and charge sheet give the details of his income, expenditure and assets along 
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with that of income shown that of his wife and the properties in her name. It 

shows that the charge is not ambiguous and the accused Prabin Ch. Das is well 

aware for what the prosecution is going to be against him.

 54) Similarly, Smti Dipti Medhi Das cannot be confused going by 

the contents of the charge because the sum and substance of allegation against 

her is that she helped her husband in covering him to amass wealth by showing 

the same to be her income.  It is not a onetime covering up but continued 

during the period of time, as shown from the records.  

 55) Hon’ble Supreme Court in a number of cases has held that a 

defect in the charge cannot be a ground for acquittal of the accused unless the 

defect in the charge or non framing of a particular charge against the accused 

has not occasioned the failure of justice and caused prejudice to the accused. 

Reference is made to the judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court reported in 

AIR 2010 SC 3786 (Sanichar Sahani -vs-State of Bihar) where it was held that 

non framing of  charge and conviction thereof  is  sustainable  unless  there is  

failure of justice and prejudice to the accused. 

 56) The point to be considered in case of any error or defect in 

the charge are that the accused is not misled in his defence; that prejudice is 

not caused to him; that accused had a clear and unambiguous knowledge of the 

substance of the offence alleged and the accused was supplied with the details 

of  allegation,  he understood the same and engaged a competent lawyer  to 

defend him and the allegation in question was agitated and witnesses cross 

examined on that line. 

 57) The accused persons are not prejudiced even there appears 

some discrepancy in the amount mentioned or the language used in the charges 

against  them.  They  were  very  much  aware  of  the  allegations,  sum  and 

substance of the charges against them and well defended by their counsel.  

 58) The next argument of the defence is that sanction was given 

without proper application of mind in as much as the prosecution sanction (Ext. 

25) at para 10 has mentioned that both Prabin Ch. Das and Dipti Medhi Das 

could not factorial account for the assets, wherein Dipti Medhi Das is a private 

person and not required to explain before the sanctioning authority. It should 

have remain confined with Prabin Ch. Das only, being a public servant.  
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 59)  Defence  Counsel  referring  to  the  judgement  of  Hon’ble 

Supreme  Court  reported  in  (1997)  7  SCC  622 (Manshuk  Lal  Vittal  Das 

Chauhan-Vs-State of Gujarat) submitted that Sec 19 of the P.C. Act, 1988 is to 

ensure that  a public  servant  does not suffer  harassment  on false,  frivolous, 

concocted and unsubstantiated allegations and that the sanction is a weapon to 

ensure  discouragement  of  frivolous  and  vexatious  prosecution  and  is  a 

safeguard of the innocence. 

 60)  Perusal  of  Ext.  25,  the  sanction order  reflects  issuance  of 

sanction for prosecution against Prabin Ch. Das only and not against both the 

accused persons. The details of investment vis-à-vis income and expenditure of 

Prabin Ch. Das is mentioned in Ext. 25. Assets disproportionate to the known 

source  of  income  was  ascertained  as  Rs.  61,58,943/-.  The  income  and 

expenditure of D M Das is mentioned and so do her assets disproportionate to 

her known source of income. The total income and expenditure of both Prabin 

Ch.  Das  and Dipti  Medhi  Das and  the total  assets  disproportionate  to  their 

source of income is also  mentioned, which is assessed at 217.78% over and 

above  of  their  total  income  during  the  check  period.  But  the  prosecution 

sanction is accorded for prosecution of Prabin Ch. Das only and being so the 

defence submission that prosecution sanction was accorded without application 

of mind is not tenable. 

61)  Furthermore,  the  citation  of  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court  in 

Manshuk Lal Vittal Das Chauhan case (Supra) is on different aspect of the 

sanction as because in that case the sanctioning authority was bound to give 

sanction on the direction of Hon’ble High Court of Gujarat as the sanctioning 

authority had no other option of applying its mind as to whether sanction is to 

be accorded or  not.  On that  circumstance,  Hon’ble Supreme Court  held the 

sanction order was bad.  

62)  Another  submission  of  defence  counsel  that  the  accused 

Prabin Ch.  Das was exonerated from departmental  proceeding on the same 

matter and being so this criminal proceeding against the accused on the same 

set of charges is not tenable in the eye of law as the accused subjected to  

double jeopardy. It is submitted in Para no.6 of the written submission by the 

defence that  departmental proceeding was initiated against the accused at the 

instance of CBI on the same sets of documents and witnesses and the I.O. of 
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this  case  i.e.P.W.-42  adduced  evidence  as  a  witness  in  that  departmental 

proceeding  and  D.W.-8  was  the  Presenting  Officer  in  that  proceeding.  On 

completion of the proceeding, the accused Prabin Ch. Das was exonerated from 

the  charges  of  acquiring  disproportionate  assets  in  that  departmental 

proceeding.  Ext. O is the findings of the departmental proceeding.  

 63) In support of its contention, the defence counsel relied upon 

the  judgement  of  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court  reported  in  1996  9  SCC  1 

( P.S.Rajya-vs-State of Bihar) and (2011) 3 SCC 581 (Radheshyam Kejriwal –

vs-State of West Bengal) .

64) In this regard, prosecution has referred to the judgement in 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court reported in  (2012) 8 SCR 208:  (2012) 9 SCC 

685 (State of NCT of Delhi –Vs-Ajay Kumar Tyagi).

65) Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of  Ajay Kumar Tyagi 

(Supra)  in  Para  31  of  the  judgement  opined  that  exoneration  in  the 

departmental proceeding ipso facto would not result into the quashing of the 

criminal prosecution. However, if the prosecution against an accused is solely 

based on a finding in a proceeding and that finding is set aside by the superior  

authority in the hierarchy, the very foundation goes and the prosecution may be 

quashed.  But that principle will not apply in case of departmental proceeding as 

the criminal trial and the departmental proceedings are held by two different 

entities and they are not in the same hierarchy. 

66) The matter before the Hon’ble Supreme Court in P.S. Rajya 

(Supra) and  Radheshyam Kejriwal  (Supra) were quite different than the 

matter involved in this case. In P.S. Rajya’s case, there was allegation against 

the CBI of using forged valuation report and filing of the charge sheet after two 

years and that too after intervention of the court. The earlier valuation of the 

building of the appellant was valued at 4.75 lakhs where as the CBI fixed the 

value  at  Rs.  7,69,300/-  as  against  the  earlier  valuation  by  the Income Tax 

department at Rs. 4.67 lakhs. The appellant lodged a complaint before the court 

of CBI forging the valuation report and that complaint was pending before the 

Special  Judge,  CBI,  Patna  and  CBI  officers  after  taking  six  adjournment  to 

enable  them to  withdraw  the  proceeding  against  the  appellant  changed  its 

decision subsequently and perhaps on account of fear, of being found guilty of 

forgery, were reluctant to withdraw the charges against the appellant. Be it be 
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mentioned herein that the main basis of the charge sheet was on the valuation 

of the appellant’s house, which was fixed by the CBI at Rs.7,69,300/-.

67)  In  the  case  of  Radheshyam  Kejriwal,  the  offence  was 

under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973(FERA). There was adjudication 

proceeding as well as criminal prosecution on the allegation of appellant making 

payment of Rs.24,75,000/- to one Piyush Kumar Barodia in March/Apr,1992 as 

consideration for or on association with a receipt of payment of US $ 75000 at 

the rate of Rs.33 per US $ by the appellant’s nominee abroad in Yugoslavia. It  

appeared to the enforcement department that the conversion of Indian currency 

to foreign currency at the rate of exchange other than the rates for the time 

being authorized by the Reserve Bank of India. 

 68) The appellant was show caused by the Special  Director  of 

Enforcement in the adjudication proceeding U/S 51 of the FERA Act and the 

adjudication  officer  came  to  the  conclusion  that  the  allegation  against  the 

appellant  cannot  be  sustained.  The  Enforcement  Directorate  on  the  same 

allegation which was the subject matter of the adjudication proceeding filed a 

complaint against the appellant for prosecution U/S 56 before the FERA.  The 

appellant’s prayer for dropping the proceeding was rejected by the Metropolitan 

and same was upheld by the Calcutta High Court. The Hon’ble Supreme Court by 

the majority decision relying upon the judgement of Honble Supreme Court in 

Standard Chartered Bank(1) - Vs -Director of Enforcement  reported in 

(2006)4 SCC 278 in Para 18 agreed that sec 51 and Sec 56 of the FERA are 

independent of each other and the findings in the adjudication proceeding of the 

Sec 51 of the FERA is not binding in the proceeding for prosecution U/S 56 of the 

act and both can go hand in hand  and the prosecution can be launched even 

before conclusion of adjudication proceeding U/S 51 of the FERA. However, in 

Para 19 it was held that the penalty proceeding U/S 51 of the FERA and the 

prosecution  U/S  56  though  launched  together  but  the  penalty  proceeding 

culminated  earlier  exonerating  the  person,  the  question  would  arise  as  to 

whether continuance of the prosecution would be permissible or not. 

 69) Hon’ble Supreme Court discussed the case of  Collector of 

Customs -vs- L.  R.  Melwani reported in  AIR 1970 SC 962 wherein the 

provision of Sec 300(Earlier Sec 403) Cr.P.C. and Article 20(2) of the Constitution 

of India was considered. It was held that to get the benefit of Sec 300(Earlier 
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Sec 403) Cr.P.C. or Article 20(2) of the Constitution of India, it is necessary for 

an  accused  to  establish  that  he  had  been  tried  by  a  court  of  competent 

jurisdiction for the offence and he is convicted or acquitted of that offence and 

the said conviction or acquittal is on force. In that case, the appellant was earlier  

show caused in adjudication of proceeding U/S 51 of FERA, which provides for 

penalty  not  exceeding  five  times  the  amount  or  value  involved  in  any  such 

contravention or  Rs.5,000/-,  whichever is  more as may be,  adjudged by the 

Directorate of Enforcement or any other officer as provided U/S 50 of FERA. Sec 

56 provides for criminal prosecution which includes imprisonment and fine. Both 

sections  are  penal  provision  and  considering  this  facts  and  that  criminal 

proceeding.

 70)  After  discussing  the  various  judgements,   the  Hon’ble 

Supreme  Court  culled  out  seven  ratios  and  the  seventh  is  that  in  case  of 

exoneration,  however,  on  merits  when  the  allegation  is  found  to  be  not 

sustainable at all  and the persons held innocents, criminal prosecution on the 

same  set  of  facts  and  circumstances  cannot  be  allowed  to  continue,  the 

underlying principle being higher standard of  proof in criminal  cases and the 

fourth ratio  is  that  the findings against  the person facing prosecution in  the 

adjudication  proceeding  is  not  binding  on  the  proceeding  for  criminal 

prosecution. 

71) Summing up the majority decision out of three Judge Bench, 

held that  in the force of  finding of  Enforcement  Directorate that  there is  no 

contravention of any of the provisions of the Act it would be unjust and an abuse 

of process of the Court to permit the Enforcement Directorate to continue with 

the Criminal prosecution. The prosecution was quashed.

 72)  Hon’ble  Justice  P.  Satashivam in  his  dissenting  judgement 

after  discussing  the  various  provision  of  FERA  held  in  Para  88  that  the 

proceeding U/S 51 and 56 of FERA are independent and irrespective of outcome 

of the decision U/S 50, there cannot be any bar in initiating prosecution U/S 56.  

The  scheme  of  the  Act  FERA  makes  it  clear  that  the  adjudication  by  the 

authorities concern and the prosecution are distinct and separate. It is observed 

in Para 89 that FERA contains certain provisions and features which cannot be 

equated with the provisions of Income Tax Act or the Customs Act and in the 
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light of the mandate of sec 56 of FERA, it is a duty of the criminal court to  

discharge its function vested it with and give effect to the legislative intentions.  

 73) From above discussion, it is seen that before an accused can 

call into aid the rule of estoppel to operate against the subsequent prosecution, 

he must establish that in a previous lawful trial before a competent court, he has  

secured a verdict of acquittal which is binding on its prosecutor. In the instant 

case, for the reasons already mentioned above, it  is unable to held that the 

departmental proceeding was a criminal trial before a competent court. And as 

such  the  exoneration  of  the  accused  Prabin  Ch.  Das  in  the  departmental  

proceeding does not amount to a verdict of acquittal.  

 74) The next argument of the defence counsel is on the acquittal 

of the accused on the ground of insufficient evidence, unreliable evidence and 

defective investigation.  It is also submitted that the land documents not proved, 

both husband’s and wife’s income clubbed , LIC premium paid not proved from 

LICI, reinvestment against original investment not proved and statement A,B,C & 

D not proved. 

 75) Defence Counsel  referred to the judgement of  the Hon’ble 

Supreme  Court  reported  in  (2006)  1  SCC  420 (DSP  Chennai  –Vs-  K. 

Inbasagaran) wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court has upheld the judgement of 

the Madras High Court in acquitting the accused convicted by the City Civil Court, 

Madras for offence U/S 13(2) r/w  13(1) (e) of the P.C. Act. The High Court  set 

aside the conviction of the appellant on the ground that the money was not 

found from the possession of the accused and it was the unaccounted money 

belonging to the wife who was dealing with various business and it was also 

pointed  out  that  the  income tax  authorities  has  assessed  the  money  in  her 

account. The Hon’ble High Court has also held that no unaccounted money was 

recovered from the exclusive possession of the accused. Against the order of 

acquittal  of  the  High  Court  ,  the  DSP,  Directorate  of  Vigilance  and  Anti 

Corruption, Chennai preferred the appeal before the Honble Supreme Court and 

Supreme Court upheld the order of the Honble Madras High Court.

 76) In that case of K. Inbasagaran (Supra), during the raid by 

the income tax dept. in the house of the accused, huge amount of cash, some 

gold biscuits, foreign exchange i.e. dollars certain documents regarding purchase 

of  immovable  properties  and  fixed  deposit  receipts  of  bank  were  recovered. 
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Prosecution tried to establish that all the money belonged to the accused. Wife 

was not prosecuted. The accused discharged his burden by offering plausible 

explanation that the whole money recovered from his house does not belong to 

him but  belonged  to  his  wife  .  He  therefore  satisfactorily  accounted for  the 

recovery of the unaccounted money. The prosecution has not been able to lead 

evidence to establish that the money could be held in the hands of the accused. 

 77) The fact of the case in K. Inbasagaran is quite different from 

the instant case where huge assets both movable and immovable are found both 

in the name of husband and wife separately and the assets disproportionate to 

the known source of income of both the accused. 

 78) Let us first go to the assets of accused Prabin Ch. Das. As per 

statement  -  A1(Ext.319)  ,  the  accused  Prabin  Ch.  Das  is  shown  to  have  6 

immovable properties in the form of 3 piece of land, 2 Assam type building, RCC 

structure and household goods including one Maruti car 800 before the check 

period.  The  total  value  of  this  property  was  Rs.  6,86,947/-  which  includes 

Rs.96,369/- towards household goods including one Maruti car 800. The check 

period is between 01-01-1990 to 11-06-2002. 

 79) Statement B-1 (Ext.319) shows household goods worth Rs. 

1,49,724/- which excludes Maruti car, Mahindra Jeep and Opel Astra Car. Two 

plots  of  land  were  purchased  in  the  name of  his  daughters  Gitashri  Das  at 

Rs.7,500/-  and  Rs.  3,00,000/-  .Another  land  value  at  Rs.3,00,000/-  were 

purchased in the name of another daughter Namrata Das. Two plot of land in 

the name of Tikumoni Das for Rs.90,000/- each. A plot of land in his own name 

for Rs.3,00,000/-. Paid difference of Rs.5,75,000/- between the agreement dated 

08-07-1997 and execution of sale deed dated 13-05-1998 whereby two plots of 

land measuring 1 katha 10 lecha of Sahar Ulubari, Kamrup was purchased for 

Rs.3,00,000/- each. A portion of building measuring 1050 sq.feet, 512 sq.feet 

and 1432 sq. feet were purchased in the name of his daughter, Gitashri Das for 

Rs. 90,000/-, Rs.80,000/- and Rs.1,99,000/- respectively. Apart from these, he 

was found in possession of hardware goods of Rs.61,500/- in his Beltola house. 

Various investments in the name of Prabin Ch. Das and his daughters Gitashri 

Das and Namrata Das in  the form of  KVP certificates,  NSC,  investment  with 

Sahara India, UTI, IDBI Bonds, Taurus Mutual Fund etc. There was bank balance 

of Rs.3,398.65/- and Rs.912.88/- in the account of Prabin Ch. Das with Standard 
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Chartered  bank  and  Central  Bank,  Silpukhuri  respectively.  There  was 

construction  cost  of  Rs.35,24,000/-  during  the year  1995  for  construction of 

three storeyed building which includes 6 nos. of flats at Panjabari ,Guwahati and 

there was alteration cost of Rs.8,105/- in the year 1996 in respect of the building 

purchased in the name of his daughters. The total value of properties possessed 

by Prabin Ch. Das at the end of the check period was Rs.66,14,166.40/-. 

 80)  The  income  during  the  check  period  as  per  Statement-

C1(Ext.319) was Rs. 16,12,489.50/- which includes net salary from Jan, 1990 to 

Nov,1990,  Dec,1990  to  May,2002  ,GPF  advance,  dividend  earned   from 

investments with UTI, interest earned from the bank account of Central Bank of 

India, Silpukhuri  and maturity benefits received from the investments made in 

the name of daughters Namrata Das and Gitashri Das with Sahara India and 

maturity benefit in the name of accused Prabin Ch. Das . 

 81) The expenditure of Prabin Ch. Das during the check period as 

per Statement D-1(Ext.319) is Rs.11,57,261.10/- which includes stamp duty for 

purchase of land, execution of sale deed, land and buildings, premium paid to 

LICI, School expenditure of daughters and household/kitchen expenditure. 

 82)  The  computation  of  assets  prior  to  the  check  period  and 

during the check period along with the income and expenditure during the check 

period is shown in Statement E-1 (Ext.319) and from the computation there was 

likely  savings  of  Rs.4,55,223.40/-  of  accused  Prabin  Ch.  Das  whereas  he  is 

shown  to   have  possessed  assets  worth  Rs.  61,58,493/-,  which  is 

disproportionate to his known source of income. 

 83) During the same period the total property of Smti Dipti Medhi 

Das prior to the check period was Rs.20,248/- (Statement A-2) in the form of 

balance of business income, property acquired and possessed during the check 

period  was  Rs.1,68,71,633/-  (Statement  B-2),income  was  Rs.84,74,076/-

(Statement C-2) and expenditure Rs.74,10,631.81/-(Statement D-2). Her likely 

savings was Rs.10,63,444.20/- as per Statement E-2. 

 84) From the above statements, Prabin Ch. Das acquired assets 

worth  Rs. 61,58,493/- and Smti Dipti Medhi Das acquired assets worth  Rs. 

1,58,08,218.80/- which  were  disproportionate  to  their  known  source  of 

income. 
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 85) The properties acquired by Smti. Dipti Medhi Das during the 

check period includes purchase of 6 plot of lands, Opel Astra Car, deposits with 

Central  Bank,  Bank  of  Baroda,  NSC,  Credit  balance  in  the  bank  accounts, 

Investment  with  UTI  etc.  Out  of  total  investment  of  Rs.  1,68,71,633/-, 

Rs.20,000/- are shown investment in the name of her daughter Tikumoni Das 

and Gitashri Das as per Statement B-2. Her income of Rs.84,74,076/- is mainly 

from her income from business, agricultural income, rental income, loan from 

bank, dividend from UTI, maturity benefit, debit balance account with banks etc. 

Her  expenditure  was  towards  stamp  duty  for  purchase  of  land,  personal 

expenditure,  Income  Tax,  expenditure  towards  production  of  Assamese  Film 

”Priya o Priya”, premium paid towards LICI etc.   

 86) From the income and expenditure of Smti. Dipti Medhi Das, 

her own assets were of Rs. 1,58,08,218.80/-, which were disproportionate to 

her  known source of  income and She was not  in  any position  to  contribute 

towards acquisition of assets by her husband Prabin Ch. Das.  

87) As regards the defective investigation the defence counsel has 

drawn attention to the cross examination of the I.O. PW-42 that the FIR was not  

endorsed to PW-42 by the O/C for the purpose of investigation and that the I.O.  

has admitted his mistake in mentioning the property of Dipti Medhi Das as that  

of Prabin Ch. Das in respect of 3 storied building which includes 6 nos. of flats at 

Panjabari valued at Rs. 35,24,000/-. The I.O. has also admitted some mistakes in 

valuation of some LIC polices mentioned in statement D-1.  As regards some 

investments he has not calculated the initial investments made. Be it mentioned 

herein that in statements many figures are given but the figures brought out in 

evidence of witnesses are to be considered.

 88)  Defence  counsel  draws  Court’s  attention  to  the  cross 

examination of P.W.-42 wherein he stated that, Santosh Kr. Agarwal, the vendor 

of Ext. 303 was not examined, the stamp duty of sale deeds mentioned in Ext. 

319 was taken to have been paid by the accused on general assumption and 

seller not examined; that the amount of Rs. 5,75,000/-  against Ext. 319 was 

taken inadvertently as there was not supporting sale deed; that  Ext. 303 is a 

certified copy of Ext. 308; that  Ext. 307 is a certified copy of Ext. 306 and both  

pertains to same transaction of Rs. 7,500/-; that Ext. 305 is the certified copy of 

Ext.  304  of  same  transaction  of  Rs.  7,500/-;  that  the  credit  balance  of  Rs. 
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64,778/- in account no. 3231 with Bank of Baroda shown twice at Sl. No. 20 & 

32. of statement B-2; that he has shown three storied building at Panjabari value 

at Rs.35,24,000/- in the name of Prabin Ch. Das in Sl.no.45 at statement B-1 

may be by mistake and that property belongs to Smti Dipti Medhi Das ;that he 

cannot  show the  documents  to  prove  that  the  payments  made towards  the 

policies of the daughters were made by Prabin Ch. Das; that he did not examine 

the vendors of the sale deeds mentioned in statement B-1 and B-2 ; that he 

cannot say who made the payment against the purchase of properties in the 

name of the daughters; that the Prabin Ch. Das shown at Sl.No.5 in Ext.213 and 

Namrata Das at Sl.no.6 are not the accused Prabin Ch. Das and his daughter 

Namrata  Das  of  this  case;that  the  premium  of  Rs.3,64,000/-  in  sl.no.14  of 

statement  D-1  was  shown  by  mistake  instead  of  Rs.36,400/-;  that  that  the 

premium of Rs.94,250/-  in sl.no.12 of  statement  D-1 was shown by mistake 

instead of Rs.64,298/-; that the premium of Rs.48,576/- in sl.no.13 of statement 

D-1 was shown by mistake instead of Rs.21,218/-.

 89) Before proceeding further with evidence, it is felt pertinent to 

discuss the provision contained in Sec 13(1) (e) of the Prevention of Corruption 

Act, 1988, which defines the offence of possession of disproportionate assets to 

his known source of income. “A public servant commits the offence of criminal  

misconduct if he or any person on his behalf, is in possession or has, at any time  

during the period of his office, been in possession for which the public servant  

cannot satisfactorily account, of pecuniary resources or property disproportionate  

to his known sources of income”

  90)  The Prevention of  Corruption Act  of  1988 has defined the 

expression known sources of income in the Act itself by way of an Explanation 

attached to clause (e) of sub-section 13(1) of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 

1988, in the following words:-

 “Explanation:- ‘Known sources of income’ means income received  

from any lawful source, and such receipt has been intimated in accordance with  

the provisions of any law, rules or orders for he time being applicable to a public  

servant.”

 Thus, now for a source of income to qualify as a known sources  

of income for the purposes of Sec 13(1)(e) of the Prevention of Corruption Act,  

1988, it is essential that it should satisfy the following two conditions, namely:-
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  (i) it should be a lawful source of income, and

  (ii) the receipt of income from such a source should have been  

intimated in accordance with the provisions of any law, rules or orders for the  

time being applicable to the concerned public servant.

As a natural corollary, it immediately follows that:-

  (i) any income received from a source which is not lawful cannot  

be considered for inclusion in the expression known sources of income for the  

purposes of S. 13(1)(e) of the said Act, even if such an income was actually  

received by the concerned public servant.

 (ii)  any  income,  even  though  received  from  a  lawful  source,  

cannot likewise be considered for inclusion in the expression known sources of  

income for the aforesaid purposes, if the receipt of such income has not been  

intimated in accordance with the provisions of any law, rules or orders for the  

time being applicable to the concerned public servant.

 Thus, it is obvious that even if the existence of a particular source  

of income is proved by a public servant, unless it satisfies the aforesaid both  

essential  conditions  of  lawful  source  and  receipt  of  income  having  been  

intimated,  it  cannot  be  considered  as  a  known  source  of  income  while  

ascertaining whether or not, an offence of possession of pecuniary resources or  

property disproportionate to known sources of income, under Sec. 13(1) (e) of  

the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 has been made out.

  The Hon’ble  Supreme Court in the case of State of Maharashtra  

v. Wasudeo Ram Chandra Kaidalwar : (1981) 3 SCC 199 has observed that the 

expression "known sources of income" occurring in Section 5(1)(e) has a definite  

legal connotation which in the context must mean the sources known to the  

prosecution and not sources relied upon and known to the accused. It was also  

… in the earlier case of Sajjan Singh Vs State of Punjab reported in AIR 1964 

SC 464 Section 5(1)(e) , it was observed by the Supreme Court, casts a burden  

on  the  accused  for  it  uses  the  words  "for  which  the  public  servant  cannot  

satisfactorily  account".  The  onus  is  on  the  accused  to  account  for  and  

satisfactorily explain the assets.

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1604325/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1604325/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
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 Coming to the nature and extent of the burden of proof under  

Section 5(1)(e) of the Act, the expression "burden of proof" has two distinct  

meanings (1) the legal burden i.e. the burden of establishing the guilt, and (2)  

the evidential burden i.e. the burden of leading evidence. In a criminal trial, the  

burden  of  proving  everything  essential  to  establish  the  charge  against  the  

accused lies upon the prosecution, and that burden never sifts.

 The  ingredients  of  the  offence  of  criminal  misconduct  under  

Section 5(2) read with Section 5(1)(e) are the possession of pecuniary resources  

or  property  disproportionate  to  the  known sources  of  income for  which  the  

public  servant  cannot  satisfactorily  account.  To  substantiate  the  charge,  the  

prosecution must  prove the following facts before it  can bring a case under  

Section  5(1)(e),  namely,  (1)  it  must  establish  that  the  accused  is  a  public  

servant, (2) the nature and extent of the pecuniary resources or property which  

were found in his possession, (3) it must be proved as to what were his known  

sources of income i.e. known to the prosecution, and (4) it must prove, quite  

objectively, that such resources or property found in possession of the accused  

were  disproportionate  to  his  known  sources  of  income.  Once  these  four  

ingredients are established, the offence of criminal  misconduct under  Section 

5(1)(e) is complete, unless the accused is able to account for such resources or  

property. The burden then shifts to the accused to satisfactorily account for his  

possession of disproportionate assets. Reference is made to Para 7 of (1992) 4 

SCC 45 (M. Krishna Reddy vs State DSP, Hydrabad). The extent and nature of  

burden of proof resting upon the public servant to be found in possession of  

disproportionate  assets  laid  is  to  establish  his  case  by  a  preponderance  of  

probability, as held by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of V.D. Jhangan vs  

State of U.P. reported in AIR 1966 SC 1762.

 91) It is to be seen what is the evidence as regards the income 

and expenditure of accused person Prabin Ch. Das during the check period  vis-a 

vis his property at the start of the check period and the property at the end of 

the check period. As per statement A-1 the total property of Prabin Ch. Das at 

the start of the check period was Rs. 6,86,947/-. which includes three plots of 

land, one under Beltola Mauza and another  at Nabin Nagar under Japorigog 

village and the third at Jayanagar, Beltola; two Assam Type RCC building, one at 

Nabin  Nagar  and  one  at  Jayanagar,  which  are  over  the  land  No.  2  &  3 

respectively mentioned above. 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1420677/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1229833/
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 92) The assets acquired during the check period i.e. 01-01-1992 

to  10-06-2002  is  valued  at  Rs.66,14,166.40/-  which  includes  land,  building, 

investment in KVP, UTI, LICI, Sahara in the name of Prabin Ch. Das and his 

daughters and the valuation of the building at Panjabari at Rs. 35,24,000/-.

 93) The Income of Prabin Ch. Das during the check period was 

Rs.  16,12,489/-  from  salary,  GPF  advance  and  dividends  earned  from  the 

investment in the name of his daughters. 

 94)  His  expenditure  was  shown  to  be  Rs.  11,57,266/-,  which 

includes payments of stamp duties towards sale deeds, premium towards LICI 

policies, school expenditures of daughters and household expenses. These leaves 

a  saving  of  Rs.  4,55,223/-  and  the  prosecution  charges  Prabin  Ch.  Das  of 

possessing property worth Rs.66,14,166.40/-  and thereby possessing property 

worth Rs. 61,58,943/-, which is disproportionate to his known sources of income. 

 95) Ext. 207 and Ext. 209 are the sale deed executed by P.W.-30 

in favour of Prabin Ch. Das and Gitashri Das respectively in respect of two plots  

of land for Rs. 3,00,000/- each . Ext.304 is the sale deed executed by one Binod  

Kumar Poddar in favour of Gitashri Das for a plot of land at Azara for Rs.7,500/- . 

 96)  Ext.  311  is  the  sale  deed  dated  16-09-1980  executed  by 

Rohini  Kumar  Mazumdar  in  favour  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  a  plots  of  land 

measuring 1 katha 18.5 lecha at Panjabari under Bagarbari village for Rs.5,390/- 

(Prior to check period). 

 97) Ext. 312 is the certified copy of sale deed dated 03-07-1996 

by Smti Jaya Baidya in favour of Tikumoni das(D/O Prabin Ch. Das) in respect of  

657 sq. feet of area in the ground floor of a building at Tokobari for Rs. 99,000/-. 

(Not in the statement B-1). 

 98) Ext. 313 is the certified copy of sale deed dated 03-07-1996 

by Sri Parimal Baidya in favour of Tikumoni Das  in respect of 657 sq.feet of area 

in the ground floor of a building at Tokobari for Rs. 99,000/-.  

 99) Ext. 314 is the certified copy of sale deed dated 03-07-1996 

by Sandhya Roy in favour of Gitashri Das  in respect of 1050 sq. feet of area in 

the first floor of a building at Tokobari for Rs.90,000/-.  
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 100) Ext. 315 is the certified copy of sale deed dated 02-08-1994 

by Sandhya Roy in favour of Gitashri Das  in respect of 1432 sq. feet of area in 

the first floor of a building at Tokobari for Rs.1,99,000/-.  Ext.316 is the certified 

copy of sale deed dated 18-11-1996 by Sandhya Roy in favour of Gitashri Das  in  

respect of 512 sq.feet of area in the ground floor of a building at Tokobari for  

Rs.80,000/-.  

 101) Ext. 317 is the certified copy of sale deed dated 18-11-1996 

by Sandhya Roy in favour of Tikumoni Das  in respect of 260 sq. feet of area in 

the ground floor, backside of a building at Tokobari for Rs. 50,000/-.  

 102)  The  sale  deeds  mentioned  above  includes  the  items 

mentioned at Sl. no. 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 of Statement B-1, whose total value is  

Rs. 12,17,000/-. No evidence is laid in respect of Sl. No. 5, 7 and 8 (landed 

properties).  As  regards  Sl.No.6,  Ext.308  is  the  agreement  for  sale  for 

Rs.11,50,000/-  and the receipts therein on the back of the agreement shows 

payment  of  Rs.75,000/-,  Rs.2,75,000/-,  Rs.2,00,000/-,  Rs.2,00,000/-, 

Rs.2,00,000/-,Rs.1,00,000/-,  Rs.1,00,000/-  (Total-Rs.11,50,000/-)  whereas  in 

subsequent sale deed i.e. Ext.207 and Ext.209, the sale consideration was shown 

at  Rs.3,00,000/-  each,  i.e.  total  Rs.6,00,000/-.  There  was  difference  of 

Rs.5,50,000/-, which P.W.-30 in his cross stated that some cheques were not 

cleared for  which  the  position  of  the land was  changed and sale  deed was 

executed vide Ext.207 and Ext.209. But from the perusal of Ext.208 with Ext.207 

and Ext.209 , there was no any change in the description of the land, the total 

land remaining 3 kathas. This amount of Rs.5,50, 000/- seems to be mentioned 

inadvertently as Rs.5,75,000/- at serial no.6 instead of Rs.5,50,000/-. Defence 

has not adduced any evidence or brought in evidence of P.W.s the non- payment 

of Rs.5,50,000/- to the vendor or those cheques were not encashed. The onus 

lies  on  the  defence  to  discharge  this  burden  but  not  discharged.  This 

Rs.5,50,000/-  stands added to the total amount of sale consideration of  Rs. 

12,17,000/- and the total goes to Rs. 17,67,000/-. 

 103) Out of Rs. 17,67,000/-, the sale consideration in respect of 

purchase of land in the name of Prabin Ch. Das is only Rs. 3,00,000/-(Ext.207 

corresponding to Sl.No.4 of B-1 ) and Rs 2,75,000/- (i.e. half of Rs. 5,50,000/- 

being  the  difference  of  Ext.  208  with  Ext.  207  &  Ext.  209),  i.e.  total  Rs. 

5,75,000/- out of Rs. 17,67,000/-. The balance amount of Rs. 11,92,000/- is 
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the sale consideration in respect of purchase of land and building in the name of 

his daughter Gitashri Das. 

 104) As submitted by defence counsel, the vendors of the sale 

deeds were not examined to prove the execution and more particularly, as to 

who out of the two accused made the payment. There is no evidence as to the 

payment of the sale consideration from the account of Prabin Ch. Das and he 

being the father has been presumed to have made the payment. Presumptions is 

rebuttable.  Defence  could  only  show  payment  of  Rs.  3,00,000/-  (2,00,000/-

+1,00,000/-) to Arup Kr. Sarma (PW-27) by way of cheque Ext. Y-2 and Ext. AG 

produced in  evidence of  DW-15.  So if  Rs.  3,00,000/-  is  deducted then total  

payment  made  by  Prabin  Ch.  Das  comes  to  Rs.  17,67,000  -  3,00,000= 

14,67,000/-.

 105) As regards investments, Ext. 3, Ext. 4, Ext. 8, Ext. 15 and 

Ext. 17 establishes payment of Rs. 6781/-, 14,700/-, 1,33,224/- (22,400x6), Rs. 

48,576 (8096x6) and Rs. 36,400/- (9100x4),  i.e. total Rs. 2,39,682/-  towards 

premium in respect of LICI policies in the name of Prabin Ch. Das. Ext. 16 is 

for payment of Rs. 59,480 (11,896x5) for LICI policy of Gitashri Das and Ext. 18 

and Ext. 20 are towards payments of premium of Rs. 25,986 (4331x6) and Rs. 

81,294 (13549x6) for the LICI policies of Tikumoni Das. The total premium of 

LICI comes to Rs. 4,06,442/-.

 106) Ext.  26 and Ext. 27 are for investment in IDBI Bonds of Rs. 

5300/- each i.e. total Rs. 10,600/- in the name of Gitashri Das.

107) Ext. 32 shows investment of  Rs. 25,000/- in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das and Rs. 21,170+ 16,700 in the name of his daughters in UTI. 

Ext. 35 is for investment of Rs. 10,000/- in the name of Prabin Ch. Das in UTI 

Master Equity Plan 1992. Ext. 39 in the share of investment of Rs. 5,000/- (50% 

of 10000) in UTI Growing Corpus Income Plan, 1994 in the name of Prabin 

Ch. Das. Ext. 40 for investment of Rs. 21,170 in 2170 units of Equity Shares of 

UTI Monthly Income Plan 1996 in the name of Subhamoni Das (d/o Prabin Ch. 

Das). Ext. 41 is for investment of Rs. 5000/- in the name of Prabin Ch. Das in 

UTI Differed Unit Income Plan, Ext. 43 is for Rs. 5,000/- (i.e. 50% of 10,000/-) in 

UTI  Master  Equity  Plan  in  the  name  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.  Thereby,  the  total 

investment in UTI in the name of Prabin Ch. Das and his daughters comes to Rs. 

1,09,040/- (25,000+ 21,170+ 16700+ 10000+ 5000+21170+5000+5000).
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108) Ext. 70 to Ext. 72 and Ext. 73 to Ext. 75 are investment with 
Sahara India Housing Corporation in the name of Namrata Das and Gitashri 
Das for Rs. 50,000/- (25,000+25,000). Ext 76 is for investing Rs. 10,000/- with 
Sahara India Housing Ltd. in the name of Gitashri Das. Similarly Ext. 77 & Ext. 78 
for Rs.  20,000/- in the name of Namrata Das, Ext. 79 for Rs. 10,000/- in the 
name of Gitashri Das, Ext. 80 for Rs. 40000/- and Ext. 81 for Rs. 30000/- in the 
name  of  Gitashri  Das  and  Namrata  Das  respectively  in  Sahara  India 
Commercial Ltd. Ext. 82-Ext. 83 and  Ext. 84- Ext. 85 are for deposits of Rs. 

10,000/- each in Sahara T Bonds in the name of Gitashri  Das (20000/-) and 
Namrata  Das  (20,000/-).  The  total  investment  in  Sahara  India  is  Rs. 
2,30,000/- (50,000/-+ 10,000/-+ 20000/-+10000/-+20000/-+10000/-+40000/-
+30000/-+20000/-+20000/-).  Ext.  89  speaks  of  total  18  investments  for  Rs. 
2,45,000/- between 16.11.1997 to 30.12.2000. Details of investment of 15,000/- 
not proven by prosecution.

 109) Ext. 102 for investment of Rs. 16,700/- with UTI Children 

Gill Growth Fund in the name of Gitashri Das. Ext. 110 is for Rs. 20,000/- in 

the name of Prabin Ch. Das for investing with Taurus New Scheme Fund. As per 

Ext. 145 there was balance of Rs. 912.88 in the SB a/c of Prabin Ch. Das. Ext. 

154-155 are the NSC of 10000/- (Total Rs. 20,000/-)each in the name of Gitashri  

Das and Tikumoni Das. Ext. 194 is for investing Rs. 24,000 towards 2400 units of 

UTI Monthly Equity Plan etc. each of Rs. 10/-. Ext. 201-205 ae the NSC of Rs. 

10000/- each (Toatl Rs. 50,000/-) in the name of Prabin Ch. Das. Ext. 275-294 

are the investments of Rs. 20,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das in 200 units of Shares of 

Taurus  New Scheme Fund.  Ext.  296  is  the  Share  certificates  of  UTI  Capital 

Growth Unit Scheme 1992 for 2500 units of Rs. 10/- each (total Rs. 25,000/-) in 

the name of Gitashri Das. Similarly Ext. 297 is for Rs. 25000/- in the name of 

Tikumoni  Das.  Ext.  298  and  Ext.  299  are  for  investments  of  Rs.  20,000/- 

(10,000+10,000/-) in the name of Tikumoni Das and Subhamoni Das (d/o Prabin 

Ch. Das) in UTI Master Plan. Ext. 215-220 towards investment in KVP in the 

name  of  Gitarchi  Das  for  Rs.  41,500/-.  These  investment  comes  to  Rs. 

2,63,112/

(16,700+20,000+912+20,000+24,000+50,000+20,000+25,000+25,000+20,000

+41,500).

From above the total  investment in LICI,  UTI,  Sahara,  Taurus, 

NSCs,KVPs  etc.  comes  to  Rs.  10,08,594/- (4,06,442+1,09,040+ 

2,30,000+2,63,112).
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 110) Defence written argument in para 11 regarding salary prior 

to check period is not considered. Draws attention to evidence of DW-13 who 

exhibited Salary certificate of Prabin Ch. Das from 30.04.1974 to 31.12.1989 as 

Ext. S and it shows total salary during this period as Rs. 2,47,871. Argument is 

that not taking into this amount in income has caused prejudice to the accused 

Prabin Ch. Das. Then who debarred Prabin Ch. Das to withheld those amount on 

assets.  He  could  have  shown  it  to  be  included  in  statement  A1,  i.e. 

assets/properties at the beginning of the check period. As per sec 106 of 

Evidence Act, it was his duty to discharge the onus being the facts within his 

knowledge.

111) It is the prerogative of prosecution to select the check period 

as held by Hon’ble Supre Court in  1987 (Supp) SCC 379 (page 385-386) 

(State of Maharastra vs Pollenji D. Daruwala). It is not necessary that the period 

of reckoning  be spread out over the entire stretched of service period of the 

accused. Accused could very well have shown his savings and investments and 

income from these savings and investments being accreded during the check 

period.  Even  during  the  evidence  stage  he  could  have  shown  it.  Once  the 

prosecution discharges its burden of proof, the burden is lifted from the shoulder 

of prosecution and descends upon the shoulder of defence.

 112)  The defence through P.W.15  exhibited  certain  documents 

(being the entries made in the counter foil slip of cheque book) as Ext. Y(1) ,Ext. 

Z, Ext. A(A), Ext. A(C) and Ext. A(E) which are the LICI Premiums referred to 

Ext.17,  Ext.18  and  Ext.8  respectively  as  regards  the  premium  amount  of 

Rs.9,100/-,  Rs.4,331/-,  Rs.4,331/-,  Rs.22,204/-  and  Rs.22,204/-.  The  total  of 

these amounts comes to Rs.62,170/-. The other amounts in defence exhibits do 

not tally with the figures shown in the exhibits for payment of LICI premium 

payments  in  the name of  Prabin Chandra Das and his  two daughters.   The 

payment of premium of Smti Dipti Medhi Das has not yet been considered in 

assessing the disproportionate assets of Prabin Chandra Das. If these amount of 

Rs.62,170/-  is  deducted from the investment of Rs.  9,67,094/-  towards LICI, 

UTI, Sahara etc. it comes to Rs.9,46,424/-. 

 113) Now coming to the valuation of the building as per Ext. 97, 

the  defence  has  argued  that  the  same  was  not  properly  assessed,  original 

valuation report not produced, T.K. Mondal not examined and valuation report 
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were not vetted. In his statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C. Prabin Ch. Das has stated that 

the ownership of  the properties have been wrongly shown. Similarly,  he has 

denied the  ownership  of  properties  as  regards  Ext.237.  So do accused Dipti 

Medhi Das denied the knowledge of the valuation report i.e. Ext.239 and also 

stated that the valuation was not properly done.  

 114) Ext. 97 consists of 22 pages. The first page is the forwarding 

dated 09-06-2004 of Executive Engineer, CPWD, Guwahati to the  CBI giving the 

valuation report of building of accused Prabin Ch. Das . The valuation reports are 

the Xerox copy of the report prepared by Asstt. Engineer, CPWD and P.W.-12. 

The  valuation  of  the  building  was  assessed  by  T.K.  Mondal  .  The  year  of 

construction was from 1995 to 1998. As per P.W.-12,the  three storied building 

of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  and  Dipti  Medhi  Das  at  Nabin  Nagar  was  assessed  at 

Rs.3,22,560/-,  three  storied  building  at  Panjabari  was  assessed  at 

Rs.37,95,685/-, the building at Jayanagar of Prabin Ch. Das at Rs. 2,16,628/-, 4 

storied  with  lift  up  to  7th floor  at  Bhangagarh,  Rs.1,50,74,036/-  and  cost  of 

alteration  work  at  Tokobari  at  Rs.8,105/-.  He  exhibited  his  signatures  as 

Ext.97(2)  to  Ext.97(23)  (All  Xerox signatures).  As  per  P.W.-39,  the valuation 

officer  from  Income  Tax  department,  Valuation  Cell,  Kolkata  inspected  the 

property at Bhangagarh of Prabin Ch. Das in between 13-09-2004 to 15-09-2004 

in presence of Prabin Ch. Das and P.K. Dutta, J.E., IT dept. and the total value of 

the said property was assessed at Rs.95,26,000/- as on 2002,2003 as against 

the assesse’s declared value of Rs.30,49,907/-.  The property at Panjabari was 

valued  at  35,24,000/-as  against  assesse  declared  value  of  Rs.19,84,954/-. 

Ext.236 is the covering letter to the CBI. Ext.237 series are the valuation report 

sent by P.W.-39 to the CBI.  

 115)  Perused  the  Ext.97  and  Ext.237.  It  contains  the  various 
calculation made in assessing the properties . Ext.237 is the valuation report as 
regards the property at Bhangagarh showing the assesse as Prabin Ch. Das but 
surprisingly the description of the land upon which the building is situated has 
not been mentioned. In Statement B-2, this property is shown in the name of 
Smt. Dipti Medhi Das. No documents have been produced in support of the land 
and the said building being in the name of accused Prabin Ch. Das. Ext.237 
assessed the value of the property at Rs. 95,26,000/-  whereas in Ext.97 the 
building at Bhagagarh assessed at Rs. 1,50,74,036/-.  In Ext.97 , the owner of 
the property at Nabin Nagar, Panjabari, Beltola has not been mentioned and the 
RCC framed structure building first floor and part of ground floor is said to be 
purchased by Prabin Ch. Das as reported by CBI. In statement B-2, this property 
at Panjabari is shown in the name of Prabin Ch. Das. Here also the description of 
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land and the documents to show the ownership of land and building have not 
been produced.

 116) The 1st page of Ext.97 reveals that the authority of valuation 

of such property is lying with the Chief Engineer, as per reference dated 30-05-

2003 and the CBI officer was requested to refer the case to the Chief Engineer, 

(Valuation)cell, Rohit House, Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-1 for vetting. No such 

vetting  report  was  procured  and  produced  in  evidence.  T.K.  Mondal  not 

examined. Documents not produced to prove the ownership of land and building. 

No related documents as to the construction of the building like the sketch map 

of the design , permission of authority, NOC, assessment report of GMC, etc. has 

been produced. Being so, it is not justified to held those properties in the name 

of Prabin Ch. Das or his wife Dipti Medhi Das even if they are the owner of the 

same. It is the duty of the prosecution to establish the fact of ownership of these 

properties and the burden to prove is always of the prosecution to prove its 

case. Having failed to do so, the prosecution charge of the accused acquiring 

and possessing such valuable properties cannot sustain. 

 117) Now coming to the income of Prabin Ch. Das , Ext.95 is the 

salary  statement  from  Dec,1990  to  March,2002  showing  total  net  salary  of 

Rs.8,05,126/-  excluding  Rs.98,029/-  for  21  months  salary  and  arrear  pay  of 

Rs.10,015/- which makes a total of Rs. 9,13,170/-. In addition to it Rs. 21,305/-  

in the salary for the month of January, 1990 to  November, 1990 as deposed by 

PW-5 and Ext. 29 the total salary is Rs. 9,34,475/-. 

 118)  From  statement  C-1  and  Statement  E-1  of  Ext.319,  the 

income during the check period is shown to be Rs.16,12,489/- which includes 

salary,  GPF  advance,  interest  earned  from  bank  account,  dividends  of  UTI, 

maturity from UTI and Sahara which also includes that of his daughters.  The 

expenditures are shown towards premium paid for LICI polices, stamp duties 

towards  sale  deeds,  school  expenditure  of  his  daughters  and  Rs.  2,75,344/- 

being  one  third  of  salary  towards  house  hold  expenditure  and  the  total 

expenditure comes to Rs. 11,57,266/-.

 119) Going by this  income and expenditure,  Prabin Ch.  Das is 

remained with Rs. 4,55,223/- as per Statement E-1(Ext.319). The accused has 

not brought in evidence any other income except the salary prior to his check 

period  amounting  Rs.  2,47,831/-  through  D.W.-13  and  agricultural  income 
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through D.W.-6 in the form of share of paddy. The salary prior to check period 

was not shown in Statement A-1, except some landed properties and household 

goods worth around Rs. 96,369/-. If that amount of Rs. 2,47,831/- was lying 

intact, leaving aside any expenditure, then it should have been shown to the 

I.O., about the status of Rs. 2,47,831/- as it was lying in bank or cash. The 

accused has not done so, as because that amount since 30-04-1974 (i.e. date of 

Joining  his  service)  cannot  be  in  his  possession  and  had  it  been  in  his 

possession, he would have naturally shown it. It was the duty of accused Prabin 

Ch. Das as cast upon him by Sec 106 of Evidence Act to account for any such 

source  of  income  or  asset  in  his  possession.  He  has  also  not  shown  any 

investment made by him. He has also not proved his agricultural income. Even if  

his entire salary during the check period i.e. Rs. 9,34,475/- is taken at its face 

value without deducting even one third of it towards house hold expenses, then 

also he could not account for investment of Rs. 14,67,000/-(Rs.5,75,000 +Rs. 

11,92,000-Rs.3,00,000) towards purchase of land in his name and his daughters 

and  Rs. 9,46,424/- (Rs. 10,08,594 - Rs.62,170/-) towards LICI, UTI, Sahara 

etc. These two investment comes to Rs. 24,13,424/- as against his total salary 

income  of  Rs.  9,34,475/- (excluding  any  expenditure).  The  percentage  of 

disproportionate assets on this account only is more than 150%; leaving aside 

any expenditure and leaving aside the properties worth more than 1 (one) crore 

as mentioned in Ext. 97, Ext. 237 and Ext. 239 (valuation report). And if the 

income  during  the  check  period  is  taken  as  Rs.  16,12,489 (without  any 

deduction) as per Statement C-1 (Ext. 319), then also Prabin Ch. Das could not 

account for acquiring and possessing asset worth  Rs. 24,13,424/-, which is 

around  150%  more  than  income.  Had  the  prosecuting  agency  done  better 

homework,  these  landed  properties  would  have  been  included  in  the  total 

disproportionate assets of the accused Prabin Ch. Das.

 120)  Summing  up  from  above,  it  is  established  that  accused 

Prabin Ch. Das had acquired and possessed disproportionate assets to known 

sources of income and accordingly he is held guilty for committing offence U/S 

13(2) r/w 13(1)(e) of Prevention of Corruption Act,1988.

 121) As regards accused D.M. Das, it has come in evidence that 

and also from the documents of prosecution itself including Ext. 319 that she is 

the partner/ proprietor of City Enterprise, North Eastern Trading Corporation and 

Sonison  dealing  in  the  business  of  contract  work   with  P.H.E.,  P.W.D,  ESI, 
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Railway etc not  only in  the state of  Assam but also in the state of  Tripura, 

Arunachal Pradesh and Orissa and the volume of work were in lakhs and crores. 

She  is  an  income tax  payee  and as  seen from the  audit  report  (Ext.119  to 

Ext.124)  and  income  tax  returns  (Ext.227  to  Ext.232).  Ext.319  reflects  the 

statements income and expenditure of D.M. Das as Rs.84,74,076/- as income 

and  Rs.  74,10,631/-  as  expenditure.   During  the  same  period  she  acquired 

property worth Rs. 1,68,71,663/- . No doubt, her properties during this period is 

more than 150% of her savings during the same period but prosecution has not 

been able to establish that this money involved in this property are of Prabin Ch. 

Das or that she had abetted the commission of offence acquiring and possessing 

disproportionate  assets  by  Prabin  Ch.  Das.  the  proprietorship  of  the  landed 

properties as per Ext. 97 and Ext. 237 could not be established, as mentioned 

above. 

 122)  To  establish  an  offence  of  abetment,  prosecution  should 

prove  (a)  that  the  accused  has  added,  abetted,  counseled  or  procured  the 

commission of the principal offence; (b) that the principal offence was in fact 

committed  and  (c)  that  the  accused  has  the  intend  or  to  encourage  the 

commission of the offence. 

 123) Mere allegation of connivance is not sufficient to prove the 

abetment and prosecution is to show that there was an abetment and to lead 

evidence to show that there was instigation or persuasion or adding.

 124) From the materials on record and what has been discussed 

above,  prosecution  has  not  been  able  to  establish  the  charge  of  abetment 

against accused Dipti Medhi Das and as such Smti Dipti Medhi Das is acquitted of 

the charge U/S 109 IPC r/w  U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1)(e) of P.C. Act, 1988 and as set 

at liberty forthwith. 

 125) From the foregoing conclusion, prosecution has been able to 

establish charge U/s 13(2) r/w 13(1) (e) of P.C.  Act, 1988 beyond reasonable 

doubt and as such the accused Prabin Ch. Das is convicted for the said offence.

 126)  Corruption  corrodes  moral  fabric  of  the  society  and 

corruption by public servant not only leads to corrosion of the moral fabric of the 

society but it is harmful to the national economy and national interest, as the 

person  occupying  the  high  post  in  generally  misusing  their  power  due  to 
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corruption can cause considerable damage to the national  economy, national 

interest and image of the country. Being so, such offence do not come under the 

purview of Probation of Offender’s Act, 1958 or Sec 360 of the Cr.P.C. 

  127)  Heard  the  accused  on question  of  sentence,  his  reply  is 

recorded in a separate sheet and kept in the case record. 

 128) The nutshell of the reply is that he is a heart patient having 

heart attack in the year 2004 and he has two daughters who are pursing studies 

in Engineering and medical and he is imprisoned it will seriously effect his health.

129)  Heard  ld.  PP,  who  submitted  for  maximum  punishment 

provided under the Act.

130)  Heard  defence  counsel,  who  submitted  for  minimum 

punishment  prescribe  by  considering  the  nature  of  offence  and  the  health 

condition of the accused.

131) Considering the nature of offence that the accused possess 

assets  disproportionate  to  his  known  source  of  income  which  he  could  not 

account for and there being no other allegation of committing any other illegal 

act and also considering his health and age, the minimum sentence prescribe 

under the act, will meet the ends of justice. 

132)  In view of  above,  the  accused  Prabin  Ch.  Das is  hereby 

sentenced to undergo simple imprisonment for 1 (one) year and a fine of Rs. 

1,00,000/-  (one  lakh)  in  default  another  imprisonment  for  3  months  for  his 

offence u/s 13(2) r/w Sec 13(1)(e) of P.C. Act, 1988.

Given under my hands and seal in this Court on the 12th January, 

2017 at Guwahati.

DICTATED AND CORRECTED BY ME,

Sd/- Sd/-

              (B.K. Chetri) (B.K. Chetri)
     Special Judge, CBI, Assam,               Special Judge, CBI, Assam, 
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      Additional CBI Court No.2,                Additional CBI Court No.2,
       Chandmari, Guwahati-3.                                   Chandmari, Guwahati-3.

A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X

Prosecution Witnesses  :-  1) N.A. Jamir,  Assistant manager, LICI, Silpukhri 

Branch,

 2)  Sandip  Kr.  Mukharjee,  Branch Manager,  LIC, 

Dispur Branch,

 3) S.K. Jain, Director of BSNL,

 4) B. Lalong, Deputy Manager, IDBI, Guwahati,

 5) Krishna Bhat, Sr. Accounts Officer, BSNL,

 6) Binit Kr. Chakraborty, Assistant manager, UTI 

Technology, Calcutta,

 7)  Bikramjit  Paul,  Area  Manager,  Amway  India 

Ltd.,

 8)  Akumoni Das, Assisatnt Junior Worker, Sahara 

India, Chandmari, Guwahati,

 9) Subrata Banerjee, Accountant, Jupiter Motors,

10) Jonaram Das, Head Clerk, DTO, Guwahati,

11)  Mrinal  Kanti  Bhattacharjee,  Sr.  Accounts 

officer, Telecom, Kamrup,

12) Manabendra Das, Junior Engineer, CPWD,

13) Dinesh Baishya, Partner in M/S City Enterprise,

14) Hukum Raj Sajjan Raj, CA,

15)  V.  Krishnamurthy,  Vice  President,  Computer 

Age Management Services, Chennai,

16) Abhijit Sinha, Manager, UTI Asset Management 

Company Ltd., Mumbai,

17)  Abinesh  Srivastava,  Executive,  M/s  Credit 

Capital Assets Management,

18) P.K. Medhi, Employee of FCI, Ulubari,

19) Uttam Kr. Agarwal, CA,

20) Srikanta Kalita, Dealing Assistant, FCI, regional 

Office, Guwahati,

21)  Chandi  Chanan Mukhopadhaya,  Sr.  Manager, 

Bank Of Baroda,
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22)  Hiren  Gogoi,  Branch  Manager,  Silpukhuri 

Branch, Central Bank of India, 

23) Krishna Kanta Das, Assistant Post Master, GPO, 

Guwahati

24) Rajesh Jain, CA,

25)  R.  N.  Roy,  Manager,  Lease  and  Rent,  Bata 

India Ltd.,

26) Samarendra Tarat,  Manager,  Central  Bank of 

India,

27) Arup Kr. Sarma (Seller of Land vide Ext. 207 to 

Prabin Ch. Das),

28) Shiwendra Prasad, Employee of  FCI,  Ulubari, 

Guwahati,

29)  Lallan  Ram,  Manager  Operation,  Standard 

Chartered Bank, Guwahati,

30)  Ramen Sharma, Businessman,

31)  Manabendra  Narayan  Deb,  Assistant 

Commissioner of Income Tax,

32) Smti.  Mitali  Das, Post Master, Pandu Railway 

Colony,

33) R.D. Choudhury, Divisional Engineering Mobile, 

BSNL,

34)  Pradip  Goswami,  Branch  Manager,  Industrial 

Cooperative Bank,

35) Rohini  Kr. Bora, (Partner of Smti Dipti Medhi 

Das),

36)  Sister  Annie  V,  Principal  of  Holy  Child  High 

School, Guwahati,

37)  Bastab  Neof,  Sub  Contractor  under  M/s  City 

Enterprise,

38)  Jugal  Ch.  Borthakur,  Material  Manager,  NF 

Railway,

39) Bhutnath Laha, Valuation Officer under Income 

Tax Department, Kolkata,

40) S.R. Gopal, CS, Krishan Bhagya Jala Nigam,
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41) Sanjay Kr. Pal, Area Planning Manager, SBI Life 

Insurance,

42)  Niresh  Ranjan  Dey,  Inspector  of  Police,  CBI, 

ACB, Guwahati.

2) Defence Witness :- 1) Madan Kr. Das, Govt. Contractor,

     2) Hiren Medhi, Businessman,

     3) Sadananda Das, Govt. Servant,

     4) Panmal Baid, Businessman,

     5) Krishna Bayan, Private Service,

     6) Mukut Das, Service holder at BSNL, 

     7) Radha Krishna Dubey, Businessman,

     8) Rameswar Baishya, Retd. BSNL Officer,

     9) Samir Chakraborty, Businessman,

    10) Dipankar Choudhury, Bank Officer,

    11) Khagen Ch. Thakuria, Retd. Executive Engineer, 

PHE,

    12) Ranjan Kr. Das, Employee of BSNL,

    13) Bhupen Malakar, Accounts Officer, BSNL, Guwahati,

    14) Dhanesh Nath Tiwari, Private Service,

    15) Sankar Kr. Barman, Businessman,

3) Prosecution Exhibits :- 

Ext. 1- Letter of Assistant Branch Manager, LICI to CBI providing policy status 

and premium paid of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 2- Report on total amount collected (But no amount mentioned).

Ext. 3- Status report of LIC policy no. 480177567 dated 28.03.1991 for Rs. 1 

lakh of Prabin Ch. Das (Yearly premium Rs. 6782.10/-). (Maturity 3/2000)

Ext. 4- Premium payment history of Prabin Ch. Das of policy no. 48067305 yearly 

premium of Rs. 3,675/- for Rs. 14,700/- (for 1998, 1999, 2000 & 2001)

Ext.  5-  Status  report  of  LIC policy  no.  480673045 dated  28.08.1994 for  Rs. 

50,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das(Yearly premium Rs. 3675/-) (Maturity 8/2008) 

shows payment up to 2001.
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Ext. 6- Premium payment history of policies of Dipti  Medhi Das of policy no.  

48067130. (Yearly premium Rs. 34,250/- payment made Rs. 1,04,291/- 

for the year 1998, 1999 and 2000.)

Ext. 7- Status report of LIC policy with respect to Ext. 6 dated 28.03.1994 for Rs. 

5 lakhs of Dipti Medhi Das paid up to 2001.

Ext.  8-  Premium payment  history of  policies  of  Prabin Ch.  Das of  policy  no. 

480671779.  (Yearly  premium  Rs.  22,204/-  shows  payment  of  Rs. 

23,725/- by cheque).

Ext.  9-  Status  report  dated  01.09.2004  of  policy  dated  15.07.1993  for  Rs. 

3,05,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das (Yearly premium Rs.22,204/-)

Ext. 10, Ext.11 & Ext.12- Certified copies of front page of policies with respect to 

Ext. 5, Ext. 9 & Ext.3 for Rs. 50,000/-, 3,05,000/- and 

1,00,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das (Under objection).

Ext. 13- Certified copies of front page of policy no. 480671730 for Rs.5,00,000/- 

of Dipti Medhi Das (Under objection)(Ext.7).

Ext.  14-Letter  dated  01-09-2004  of  P.W.-2  to  CBI  forwarding  report  of  LIC 

policies.

Ext.  15-  Status  report  dated  31.08.2004  of  policy  No.  480593814  dated 

28.05.1993  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  yearly  premium Rs. 

8,096/-.(Paid up to 1999).

Ext.  16-  Status  report  dated  31.08.2004  of  policy  no.  481344352  dated 

28.03.1995  of  Gitashri  Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  yearly  premium  Rs. 

11,876/-. (Paid up to 3/2007).

Ext.  17-  Status  report  dated  31.08.2004  of  policy  no.  481556325  dated 

28.08.1996  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  yearly  premium Rs. 

9,100/-. (Paid up to 8/2000).

Ext. 18- Status report of policy no. 480594945 dated 28.01.1994 of Tiku Das for  

Rs. 2,00,000/- yearly premium Rs.4,331/-. (Paid up to 1/2001).
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Ext. 19- Status report of policy no. 480594113 dated 01.05.1993 of Dipti Medhi  

Das  for  Rs.  1,00,000/-  (Yearly  premium  Rs.5,026/-).  (Paid  up  to 

05/2001).

Ext. 20- Status report of policy no.481344383 dated 28.03.1995 of Tiku Das for 

Rs. 2,00,000/-(Yearly premium Rs. 13,549/-). (Paid up to 01/2001).

Ext. 21- Status report of policy no.481780205 dated 28.08.1996 of Dipti Medhi 

Das for Rs. 2,50,000/-.

Ext. 22- Certified photocopy of policy no. 480594113 (Ext. 19) of Dipti Medhi Das 

for Rs. 1,00,000/- (Under objection).

Ext.  23-  Certified  photocopy  of  policy  (Ext.15)  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs. 

1,00,000/-(Under objection).

Ext.  24-  Certified  photocopy  of  policy  (Ext.  21)  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  for  Rs.  

2,50,000/-(Under objection).

Ext. 25- Sanction Letter.

Ext. 26 & 27- IDBI Bond, 1996 dated 18.03.1996 for policies in the Name of 

Gitashri Das (D/O Prabin Ch. Das) for Rs. 5,300/- each .

Ext. 28- Forwarding letter dated 27-05-2004 of Divisional Engineer, BSNL to CBI 

forwarding the details of salary of Prabin Ch. Das from Jan, 1990 to Nov,  

1990 is Rs.21,305/-. (i.e. Ext. 29)

Ext. 29- Pay and allowances of Prabin Ch. Das for the period of January, 1990 to 

November, 1990.

Ext. 30- Photocopy of Ext. 29.

Ext. 31- Envelope by which Ext. 28 & Ext. 29 were sent to CBI.

Ext. 32- Letter to CBI by PW-6 showing 8 different investments of Rs. 97,870/- 

during the period 1991-96 regarding investment in UTI by Prabin Ch. Das 

and his  family  members.  (Includes investments of Rs.  35,000/-  in the 

name of Dipti Medhi Das)

Ext. 33- Forwarding dated 03.09.2004 of PW-6.
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Ext. 34- Photocopy of letter of Assistant Manager to CBI. It contains signature of 

P.W.-6. It shows payment of dividend by UTI to Dipti Medhi Das of Rs. 

3,450(1800+1650) up to 08.03.01.

Ext.  35-  Membership  certificate  dated 31-03-1992 of  UTI  Master  Equity  Plan 

(MEP) 1992 for Rs. 10,000/- of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 36- Acknowledgement of Rs. 10,000/- by UTI to Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 37- Membership certificate of UTI Master Equity Plan 1992 for Rs. 10,000/- 

of Dipti Medhi Das for 1000 units.

Ext. 38- Details of MEP, 1992.

Ext. 39- Membership advice of UTI Growing Corpus Scheme Plan 1994 for 1,000 

units of Rs. 10/- each of Dipti Medhi Das and Prabin Ch. Das. 

Ext. 40- Membership advice of UTI Monthly Income Plan 1996 for 2,117 units of 

Rs. 10/- each of Subhamoni Das (D/o Prabin Ch. Das).

Ext. 41- Membership advice of UTI Different Unit Income Plan 1993 for 500 units 

of Rs. 10/- each of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 42- Acknowledgement receipt for Rs. 10,000/- in the name of Dipti medhi 

Das towards Master Equity Plan, 1992. (Relates to Ext. 37)

Ext. 43- Membership Advice of Growing Corpus Income Plan 1994 in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das and Dipti Medhi Das for 1000 units of Rs. 10/- each.

Ext. 44- Identity card of Prabin Ch. Das of Amway valid up to 31.03.2002.

Ext.  45-  Letter  to  CBI  by  Vice  President  of  Amway  showing  payment  of 

commission  of  Rs.  2922/-  to Prabin Ch.  Das and Dipti  Medhi  Das for 

March, 02 and May,02.

Ext. 46- Invoice of business with Amway purchase between 29-03-2001 to 06-

11-2003. Total purchase of Rs. 33,109/-.

Ext. 47- Application for becoming distributorship.

Ext. 48 to Ext. 57- Sales invoice for purchase of Amway products by Prabin Ch. 

Das and Dipti Medhi Das.
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Ext.  58  to  Ext.  60-  Summary  statement  of  commission  (For  Jan,2002  to 

March,2002).

Ext. 61 to Ext. 63- Amway summary statements,

Ext. 64- Details of purchase from Amway on 05.08.2001 (Rs. 2,647).

Ext. 65- Continuation of Ext.59.

Ext. 66 & Ext. 67 – Details of statement of purchase and commission of Amway.

Ext.  68-  Statement  of  commission  for  less  than  Rs.1000/-.  (It  shows  credit 

balance of Rs. 3731/- in the name of Dipti Medhi Das with Amway).

Ext. 69- Forwarding dated 15-06-2004 of P.W.-8 to CBI regarding application of 

Sahara India of Namrata Das and Gitashri Das.

Ext. 70 to Ext. 72- Ceritified Photocopies of application for opening new A/C by 

Namrata Das dated 16-12-1997, 16-12-1992 & 16-12-1997 

with investments of Rs. 10,000/- each with Sahara India.

Ext. 73 to Ext. 75- Certified Copies of application dated 16.12.1997 of Gitashri  

Das showing deposit of Rs.10,000/- in each investment with 

Sahara India Housing Ltd.

Ext. 76- Copy of application dated 31.10.1998 of Gitachri Das showing deposit of 

Rs. 10,000/- account of Sahara India Commercial Ltd.

Ext. 77 & Ext. 78- Copy of application dated 31.10.1998 of Namrata Das showing 

deposit of Rs. 10,000/- account of Sahara India Commercial 

Ltd.

Ext. 79- Copy of application dated 31.10.1998 of Gitachri Das showing deposit of 

Rs. 10,000/- account of Sahara India Commercial Ltd.

Ext. 80- Copy of application dated 21.12.1999 of Gitashri Das for 400 units of 

Equity shares of Rs. 40,000/-.

Ext. 81- Copy of application of Namrata Das showing deposit dated 21-12-1999 

of Rs. 30,000/- for 300 Equity Shares of Sahara India Commercial Ltd.
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Ext. 82 to Ext. 83- Copy of application of Namrata Das showing deposit dated 

30-12-2000 of  Rs.  10,000/-  in  each  account  for  Sahara  T 

Bond.

Ext. 84 and Ext. 85- Copy of application of Gitashri Das showing deposit dated 

30-12-2000 of  Rs.  10,000/-  in  each  account  for  Sahara  T 

Bond.

Ext. 86 and Ext. 87- Computer generated party ledger maturity sheet of account 

of  Namrata  Das  and  Gitashri  Das  showing  deposit  of  Rs. 

22,500/- in each account. Demand issued on 24.08.2004. 

Ext. 88- List  of 8 matured accounts of Namrata Das and Gitashri  Das of Rs. 

1,20,000/- in between 16.12.1997-21.12.1999.

Ext. 89- 18 investments of Rs. 2,45,000/-Gitashri Das and Namrata Das during 

16-11-1997 & 30-12-2000.

Ext. 90- Letter dated 28-04-2004 of P.W.-9 for Jupiter Motor to CBI regarding 

sale  of  Opel  Astra  Car  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das  on  29-04-2002  at 

Rs.8,63,942/- and making initial payment of Rs. 3,63,942/-, out of which 

excess  payment  of  Rs.1,50,000/-  was  refunded  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das. 

(through Bank of Baroda)

Ext. 91- Sign of P.W.-9 in Doc ‘A’. (Xerox copy of Invoice-cum- delivery of Jupiter 

Motor for Opel Astra Car).

Ext. 92- Details of Car No. AS-01/E-6121 (old no. ZRM-3061) and Maruti Car in 

the name of Dipti Medhi Das issued by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext. 93- Particular of Vehicle No.AS-01/M-5887,Opel Astra Car in the name of 

Dipti Medhi Das, issued by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext. 94- Particular of vehicle no. AXA 5467 (Jeep) previously in the name of 

Provincial Officer Don Bosco and subsequently transferred to Dipti Medhi 

Das on 19-03-1993, issued by DTO, Kamrup.

Ext.  95-  Letter  of  P.W.-11  to  SDE  (Vigilance),Telecom forwarding  the  salary 

particulars of Prabin Ch. Das from Dec, 1990 to March, 2002 showing 

total net salary of Rs. 8,05,126/- excluding Rs. 98,029/- for 21 months 

salary and arrear pay of Rs. 10,015/-.
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Ext. 96- Letter dated 07-05-2004 to CBI forwarding the particulars of salary of 

Prabin Ch. Das from Dec, 1999 to Aug, 2003 (Reflects GPF advance of 

Rs. 6,93,000/-).

Ext.  97-  Forwarding  letter  dated  09.08.2004of  P.W.-12  to  CBI  sending  the 

valuation  report  (21  xerox  sheets)  of  the  buildings  at  Nabin  Nagar, 

Panjabari, Beltola, repairing works of Building at Tokobari, Bhanagarh. 

The abstract of all these construction shows cost of Rs. 1,94,17,066/-.

Ext.  98-  Deed  of  dissolution  of  Partnership  between  P.W.-12,  Smt.  D.B. 

Choudhury  and  Dipti  Medhi  Das,  keeping  the  firm  as  proprietorship 

concern of Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext. 99- Income tax file of Dipti Medhi Das  from 1992-93 to 1997-98.

Ext. 100- Letter of K. Ramesh providing information to CBI that no dividend, 

bonus, redemption maturity issued to investors,

Ext. 101- Letter dated 24.03.04 issued by PW-15 to CBI,

Ext. 102- Information to CBI by P.W.- 16 as regards investment of Rs. 16,700/- 

of Gritarchi  Das with UTI under Children Gilt  Growth fund on 12-07-

1991.

Ext. 103 to Ext. 106- Related to investment of Ext.102.

Ext. 107- Information to CBI about investment of Dipti Medhi Das of Rs. 15,000/- 

and dividend of Rs. 3,450/- in Griha Lakshmi Scheme.

Ext. 108- Computerized copy of Unit holder certificate of Dipti Medhi Das with 

respect to Ext. 107,

Ext. 109- Original certificate in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for purchase of 1500 

units,

Ext. 110 – Application form dated 05-09-1994 for investment of Rs. 20,000/- in 

Taurus new share fund in the name of Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 111- Authority letter to produce Ext. 110,

Ext. 112- Statement of Mutual fund account of Prabin Ch. Das of Taurus new 

share fund (relates to Ext. 110),
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Ext. 113- House Search Memo of Prabin Ch. Das at Nabin Nagar, Guwahati and 

seized 22 items,

Ext. 114- Search Inventory,

Ext. 115- Seizure memo of Articles in locker with Punjab and Sind bank, Rajgarh, 

Guwahati on 11-06-2002,

Ext. 116- Search of City Enterprise (PW-41)

Ext. 117 & Ext. 118- Inventories from the office of Prabin Ch. Das.

Ext. 119- Audit report of 1998-99 of City Enterprise 

Ext.  120-  Annexure  -1  of  the  audit  report(Ext.119)  showing  net  profit  of 

Rs.1,70,380.58/-.

Ext. 121- Audit report of 1999-00 of City Enterprise

Ext.  122-  Annexure  of  the  audit  report  (Ext.121)  showing  net  profit  of  Rs. 

1,76,924.66/-.

Ext. 123- Audit report of 2000-01 of City Enterprise 

Ext.  124  - Detailed  expenditure  of  accounts  showing  net  profit  of  Rs. 

Rs.3,16,480/- for the financial year 2000-01.  

Ext. 125- Letter dated 11-04-2004 of P.W.-21 to CBI forwarding loan application 

dated 27-04-2002 of Dipti Medhi Das, Statement of credit loan account, 

copy of NSCs of Rs.34,000/- and FDR of 50,000/- dated 29-04-2002 in 

the name of Dipti Medhi Das with maturity dated on 29-04-2005.

Ext. 126- Verified photocopy of aforesaid loan application(Srl No.1 of Ext.125)

Ext.  127-  Verified  photocopy  of  appraisal-cum-sanction  memo  (Sl  No.2  of 

Ext.125)

Ext. 128- Statement of Car loan account of Dipti Medhi Das from 29-04-2002 to 

11-04-2004.

Ext. 129- Statement of SBI account of Dipti Medhi Das from 24-02-2002 to 14-

09-2004.
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Ext. 130 - Verified copy of FDR of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs.50,000/-with maturity 

on 29-04-2005

Ext.  131- FDR receipt  dated 29-04-2002 with maturity  on 29-04-2005 in  the 

name of Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext.  132, Ext.  133,  Ext.  134- Photocopy of NSC of Rs.10,000/-  each of  Dipti 

Medhi Das(submitted against car loan).

Ext.  135  to  Ext.  142-  Photocopy  of  NSC  of  Rs.500/- each  of  Dipti  Medhi 

Das(submitted against car loan).

Ext. 143 – Letter dated 12-09-04 of P.W.-21 to Senior Branch Manager, Bank of 

Baroda thereby handing over the Ext.126 to Ext.142.

Ext. 144 – Letter dated 28-08-2004 of P.W.-22 whereby details of savings A/C 

no. 7008 of Prabin Ch. Das and A/C no. 7044 of Dipti Medhi Das with 

Central Bank of India Silpukhuri was given to CBI.

Ext. 145- Statement of account of SB A/C no.7008 of Prabin Ch. Das from 06-02-

2002 to 01-07-2004 showing balance of Rs. 912.88/- on 06-02-2002,

Ext. 146- Statement of current deposit account no.1440 of North Eastern Trading 

Corporation,

Ext. 147- Statement of savings account no.7044 from 06-02-2002 to 01-07-2004 

of Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext. 148- Statement of current deposit account no.1323 of City Enterprise from 

09-01-2002 to 28-03-2002,

Ext. 149- True copy of FDR for Rs.1,11,925/-  in the name of City enterprise 

issued on 23-11-1998.

Ext. 150- True copy of FDR for Rs.54,120/- in the name of North Eastern Trading 

Corporation issued on 21-08-2000.

Ext. 151- Letter dated 28-08-2004 of the Branch Manager, Silpukhuri  ,Central 

Bank  of  India  to  CBI  providing  information  that  amount  of  Rs. 

82,299.88/- lying with demand loan account No.56 of City Enterprise.
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Ext. 152 - Statement of demand loan account of City Enterprise from 25-03-2002 

to 02-04-2004.

Ext. 153- Letter dated 22-05-2004 of P.W.-23 to CBI giving information of 10 

nos. of NSC in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for total amount of Rs. 

14,000/-.

Ext. 154- NSC of Rs.1 0,000/- issued on 07-02-1998 in the name of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 155- NSC of Rs. 10,000/- issued on 07-02-1998 in the name of Tikumoni 

Das,

Ext. 156- Letter dated 13-09-2004 of P.W.-23 to CBI regarding 6 nos. of NSC of 

Rs.10000/-  each issued from GPO, Guwahati  (relates to Ext. 154 & 

155)

Document X-1 to X-8, photocopies of 10 NSCs of RS.500/- and document X-9  

and X-10 of Rs.10,000/- each in the name of Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext. 157- Seizure Memo dated 19-08-2003 whereby the IT return of Dipti Medhi 

Das for the year 2001-02 was seized along with balance sheet of M/S 

City enterprise, M/S etc, and M/S Sonison Enterprise. 

Ext. 158- Certified true copy of Income Tax acknowledgement of Dipti Medhi 

Das.

Ext.  159- Seizure memo dated 01-04-2004 by which P.W.-25 handed over  9 

documents to CBI.

Ext.  160-  Certified  copy  of  lease  agreement  dated  14-03-2000,  agreement 

between Dipti Medhi Das and Bata India ltd. at G.S. Road

Ext.  161-  Certified  copy  of  Agreement  dated  14-03-2000 refundable  security 

deposit between Dipti Medhi Das and Bata India ltd. showing security 

deposit  of  Rs.4,00,000/-  by  demand  draft  dated  24-02-2000, 

deductable Rs.15,000/- per month.

Ext.  162- Money receipt  dated 09-03-2000 by Dipti  Medhi  Das for  receipt  of 

demand draft of Rs.4,00,000/-. 

Ext. 163- Forwarding letter of Bata India forwarding the demand draft. 
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Ext.  164-  Letter  dated  26-04-2000  by  Dipti  Medhi  Das  to  P.W.-25  towards 

payment of rent of Rs. 23,252/- after adjustment of security deposit 

and income tax

Ext.  165-  Letter  of  P.W.-25  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das  thereby  repaying  Rs.533/- 

adjusted towards income tax. 

Ext. 166- Forwarding of demand draft dated 08-05-2000 of SBI to Dipti Medhi 

Das in respect of rent of 1st quarter.

Ext. 167- Letter dated 09-05-2000 of S. Roy Choudhury of Bata sent to Dipti  

Medhi Das along with rent and extra income tax of Rs. 533/- which 

was wrongly deducted.

Ext. 168- Certified computerized statement towards quarterly rent made by Bata 

India  Ltd.  to  Dipti  Medhi  Das.  (Rent-  Rs.90,000/-,  deduction 

-Rs.40,000/-)

Ext. 169- Computerized statement for quarterly rent of October to December, 

2000.

Ext. 170 to 175- Computerized statement of subsequent quarterly rent from 1 st 

quarter, 2001 up to 2nd quarter, 2002. 

(Rent of Rs.2,69,980/- paid to Dipti Medhi Das from 20-04-2000 to June,2002,  

deduction of Rs.3,95,500/- and income tax deduction of Rs.1,25,520/-). 

Ext. 176- Application for demand over draft loan of Rs.20,00,00/- by Dipti Medhi 

Das of City Enterprise on 03-09-2000. 

Ext.  177-  Sanction  letter  dated  28-09-2000  of  Central  Bank  sanctioning  an 

amount of Rs.4.09 lakhs as loan/overdraft facility to Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext.  178-  Letter  dated  20-02-2004  of  P.W.-26  to  CBI  forwarding  the  loan 

application of Dipti Medhi Das.

Ext. 179- Letter dated 13-02-2003 of B.C. Deka, Senior Manager, Central Bank to 

CBI.

Ext. 180- Certified copy of signature card of account holder Dipti Medhi Das of  

M/S City enterprise.
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Ext. 181- Declaration form of M/S City Enterprise as proprietorship firm.

Ext. 182- Certified copies of letter of Central Bank addressed to City Enterprise 

requesting to bring non-judicial stamp paper for agreement.

Ext.  183-  Certified  copy  of  current  account  opening  form dated  02-12-1987 

submitted by Dipti  Medhi Das of City Enterprise having current A/C 

No.1854.

Ext.  184-  Certified  copy  of  specimen  signature  card  of  demand  over  draft 

account in the name of Dipti Medhi Das, proprietor of City Enterprise.

Ext. 185- Certified true copy of current account opening form dated 19-09-2000 

by Dipti Medhi Das, proprietor of City Enterprise,

Ext. 186- Certified copy of form no-16 submitted by Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext.  187-  Certified  copy  of  statement  of  current  account  no.4168  of  City 

Enterprise from 19-09-2000 to 10-10-2000

Ext. 188- Certified copy of statement of A/C no.4168. 

Ext.  189-  Letter  dated  23-12-2003  of  Senior  Manager,  Central  Bank  to  CBI 

informing operation of A/C NO.4168 of City enterprise being stopped.

Ext. 190- Certified copy of list of securities submitted by Dipti Medhi Das before 

Central Bank.

Ext. 191- Certified copy of details of liquid securities of City Enterprise in respect 

of demand overdraft loan account. 

Ext.  192-  Forwarding  letter  of  Central  Bank  to  CBI  by  which  21  nos.  of 

certificates were forwarded. 

Ext. 193- Forwarding letter dated 13-03-2004 of P.W.-26 forwarding 38 nos. of 

documents to CBI including 27 nos. of UTI certificates in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 194- 5520 nos. of units in UTI Master Equity Plan, 1995, Unit Scheme, 1992, 

1964 including 920 units of Right offers 1993, 1994 in the name of 

Prabin Ch. Das and Dipti Medhi Das, (2000+ 400 units each of Rs. 10/- 

relates to Prabin Ch. Das),
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Ext. 195- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate in the name 

of  FANCAO,  NF  Railway.  Principal  Amount  Rs.  50,000/-,  Maturity 

Value-Rs. 54,387/- in 5 months.

Ext. 196- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Silpukhuri  

Branch  in  respect  of  A/C  no.10/336  for  Rs.  2,76,991/-(Principal 

amount) received from Dipti Medhi Das. Maturity Value-Rs.3,87,926/- 

for 39 months.

Ext. 197- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Silpukhuri  

Branch in respect of A/C no.11/196 received from Krishna Medhi  for 

Rs.50,000/-(Principal amount) received by Dipti  Medhi Das. Maturity 

Value, Rs. 55,545/- for 17 months.

Ext. 198- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Central 

Bank, Guwahati Branch in respect of A/C no.411/539 received from 

Dipti  Medhi  Das  for  Rs.50,000/-(Principal  amount).  Maturity  Value, 

Rs.53,857/- for 12 months.

Ext. 199- Certified true copy of Money Multiplier deposit certificate of Central 

Bank,  Guwahati  Branch  in  respect  of  A/C  no.38/317  received  from 

FANCAO,NF Railway in  the name of  City  Enterprise  for  Rs.40,085/-

(Principal amount). Maturity Value, Rs. 44,031/- for 12 months.

Ext. 200- Cash Certificate of Industrial Co-operative bank for Rs.24,000/- from 

Dipti Medhi Das in respect of A/C no.4735. Maturity Rs. 33,216/- for 36 

months

Ext. 201 to Ext. 205- NSCs of Rs. 10,000/- each in the name of Prabin Ch. Das, 

Ext. 206- Certificate (Relates to Ext. 17)

Ext. 207- Sale Deed No. 2312 executed by P.W.-27 on 12-05-1998 in favour of 

Prabin Ch. Das for piece of land at Rupnagar Path.

Ext. 208- Agreement (Byna Patra) dated 07-08-1997 signed by P.W.-30. After 

receiving Rs. 11,50,000/- from Prabin Ch. Das as advance for selling 

three kathas of land.( Agreement modified and sale deed Ext.207 and 

Ext.209 executed with sale consideration of Rs.3,00,000/-.)

Ext. 209- Sale Deed in favour of Namrata Das by P.W.-27. 
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(These agreements/Deeds signed by (P.W.-30) Ramen Sharma, Elder brother of  

P.W.-27)

Ext. 210- Search list of chamber of Prabin Ch. Das at BSNL Office on 11-06-2002. 

(PW-41)

Ext. 211- Search list at House of Prabin Ch. Das at Beltola on 11-06-2002. 

    (PW-41)

Ext. 212- Inventory after house search. (PW-41)

Ext.  213-  Letter  dated  03-07-2002 of  P.W.-29  to  CBI  in  respect  of  account 

maintained by Prabin Ch. Das, Dipti Medhi Das, Namrata Das, Gitashri 

Das, City Enterprise, North Eastern Trading Corporation and Sonison 

Enterprise with Standard Chartered Bank, Guwahati branch.

Ext.  214- Letter  of Commissioner of  Income Tax to CBI about I.T.  return of 

Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 215 to Ext. 218- KVPs of Rs. 10,000/- each, Ext. 219 and Ext. 220 of Rs. 

1000/- and Rs. 500/- respectively in the name of Gritachi Das,

Ext. 221- Application form for purchase of KVP totaling Rs. 41,500/-,

Ext. 194 (Double)- Letter dated 30.09.2003 of PW-31 to CBI regarding Income 

Tax Return of Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext.  194 (Triple)-  Letter  dated 07-05-2002 of  P.W.-33 to  CBI  informing  that 

except  immovable  property  return  dated  31-12-2001  no  other 

permission/intimation receipt from Prabin Ch. Das, 

Ext. 222- Letter, 

Document  X  -  Letter  dated  12-07-02  issued  by  Branch  Manager, 

Industrial  Cooperative  Bank,  Guwahati  to  CBI 

furnishing three nos. of statement.

Ext. 223- Statement of account SB No.9218 of Dipti Medhi Das with Industrial 

Co-Operative Bank showing credit balance of Rs.509/- on March, 2002.

Ext. 224- Statement of account No. 3473 of City Enterprise with Industrial Co-

Operative Bank showing credit balance of Rs. 5,950/- on 30-06-2002.
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Ext. 225- Statement of account No. 3709 of Sonison Enterprise with Industrial 

Co-Operative Bank showing debit balance (to be paid to the bank) of 

Rs. 1,09,166.16/- on 31-03-2002. 

Ext. 226- Seizure memo dated 14.05.2004 by which I.T. File of Prabin Ch. Das 

was seized,

Ext. 227- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1995-96 which shows gross income of Rs. 66,120/- and tax payable 

Rs. 1887/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 228- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1996-97 which shows gross income of Rs. 71,090/- and tax payable 

Rs. 1923/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 229- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1997-98 which shows gross income of Rs. 84,020/- and tax payable 

Rs. 3822/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 230- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of Prabin Ch. Das for assessment year 

1998-99 which shows gross income of Rs. 1,21,000/- and tax payable 

Rs. 5896/- after adjustment, (PW-41)

Ext. 231- Copies of Income Tax Return of Dipti Medhi Das for the Assessment 

year 1992-93 showing income of Rs. 1,35,590,

Ext.  232  and  Ext.233-  Series-  Statement  of  account  of  City  enterprise  film 

division from 01-04-1999 to 09-05-2002.

Ext.  234-  Letter  dated  05-02-2003  of  P.W.-36  to  CBI  providing  details  of 

expenditure of Gitashri Das and Namrata Das towards school fees etc. 

for the year 2001. 

Ext.  235-  Letter  dated  10-01-2003  of  P.W.-36  to  CBI  providing  details  of 

expenditure of Gitashri  Das and Namrata Das towards school fees etc. 

for the year 2002. 

Ext. 236- Covering letter dated 29-10-2004 of P.W.-39 to CBI enclosing valuation 

report in respect of property of Prabin Ch. Das situated at Bhangagarh. 

Ext. 237- Series- Valuation report.
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Ext.  238-  Covering  letter  29-10-2004  of  P.W.-39  to  CBI enclosing  valuation 

report of property at Panjabari of Prabin Ch. Das. 

Ext. 239- Valuation report.

Ext. 240- Allotment letter of two bonds of Rs.5,000/- each of Krishna Bhagya 

Jala Nigam Ltd for Tiku Moni Das.

Ext. 241- Covering letter for dispatching Ext.240. 

Ext. 242- Allotment letter of two bonds of Rs.5,000/- each of Krishna Bhagya 

Jala Nigam Ltd for Gitashri Das.

Ext. 243- Covering letter dispatching Ext.242.

Ext.  244-  Letter  dated  14-09-2004  issued  by  Kirloskar  Computers  to  CBI 

regarding investments.

Ext.  245-  Letter  dated  15-09-2004  to  CBI  regarding  two  investments 

(Ext.244).The maturity period of two allotment letters was 10 years 

and maturity amount of each allotment is of Rs. 56,000/- subject to 

TDS.

Ext. 246- Letter dated 27-08-2004 of P.W.-41 providing details of 11 policies to  

CBI (relates to policies referred in Ext. 3 to Ext. 24)

Ext.  247-  Policy  no-480593814  dated  28-05-1993  of  Gitashri  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.8,096/-),

Ext.  248-  Policy  no-480671779  dated  15-07-1993  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.22,204/-), (Ext. 8)

Ext.  249-  Policy  NO.481344352  dated  28-03-1995  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das  (yearly 

premium Rs.11,896/-), (Ext.16)

Ext.  250-  Policy  no-481556325  dated  28-08-1996  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.9,100/-), (Ext.17)

Ext.  251-  Policy  no-480594113  dated  01-05-1993  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.5,026/-), (Ext.19)

Ext. 252- Policy no-480594945 dated 28-01-1994 of Tiku Das.(yearly premium-

Rs.4,331/-), (Ext.18)
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Ext.  253-  Policy  no-480671730  dated  28-03-1994  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.34,250/-), (Ext.13)

Ext. 254, Ext. 256 and Ext. 257- Policy of Prabin Ch. Das for the year 1991,1993, 

1994 and 1996,

Ext. 255- Policy no-481344383 dated 28-03-1995 of Tiku Das. (yearly premium-

Rs.13,549/-), (Ext.20)

Ext.  256-  Policy  no-481780205  dated  28-08-1996  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.18,850/-), (Ext.21)

Ext.  257-  Policy  no-480177567  dated  28-03-1991  of  Prabin  Ch.  Das.(yearly 

premium-Rs.6,782.10/-), (Ext.3)

Ext. 258- Letter dated 27-08-2004 to CBI providing details of total premium paid 

for policies (Ext.247 to Ext.257) i.e. Rs.8,47,977.10/-

Ext. 259- Letter dated 27-08-2004 to CBI regarding 11 policies as per Ext.246. 

Ext. 260- FIR

Ext. 261- Letter of Sub Post Master, Pandu Railway Colony,

Ext. 262- LIC policy details of Prabin Ch. Das, Dipti Medhi Das and Tiku Das with  

yearly premium of Rs. 8096/- of Prabin Ch. Das and Rs. 4331/- of Tiku 

Das, Rs. 5026 of Dipti Medhi Das and Rs. 6782/- of Prabin Ch. Das, 

(relates to policies mentioned above)

Ext. 263, Ext. 263(1) to Ext. 263(11)- Sahara Investments total Rs. 1,60,000/- in 

the  name  of  Gitashri  Das  and  Namrata 

Das,

Ext. 264- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Namrata Das,

Ext. 265- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 266- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Namrata Das,

Ext. 267- Sahara Investment Certificate dated 31.10.1998 of Gitashri Das,

Ext. 268 & Ext. 269- Sahara Investment Certificate of Rs. 30,000/- each in the 

name of Gitashri Das,
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Ext. 270-271- Sahara Investment Certificate of Rs. 30,000/- each in the name of 

Namrata Das,

(Ext. 264 to ext. 271 relates to Ext. 263, Ext. 263(1) to Ext. 263(11))

Ext. 272 & Ext. 273- Sahara Daily Passbook of Namrata Das,

Ext. 274- Letter dated 02.09.2004,

Ext.  275  to  Ext.  294-  Share  Certificate  of  Taurus  the  New  Share  dated 

04.10.1994 in the name of Prabin Ch. Das. each certificate 

of 200 units of Rs. 10/- per unit. 

Ext. 295- I.T. File of City Enterprise,

Ext. 296- 2500 UTI Share certificates of Rs. 10/- each of Gitashri  Das under 

Capital Growth Unit Scheme, 1992,

Ext. 297- 2500 UTI Share certificates of Rs. 10/- each of Tikumoni Das under 

Capital Growth Unit Scheme, 1992,

Ext. 298- 1000 units of UTI Share Certificate of Rs. 10/- each of Tikumoni Das 

under Martu Plus Unit Scheme, 1991,

Ext.  299-  1000  UTI  Share  certificates  of  Rs.  10/-  each  of  Subhamoni  Das 

represented by Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 300- Letter dated 16.07.2004 from UTI Asset Management Co. about details 

of bonus in the name of Dipti Medhi Das (25,546) and Prabin Ch. Das 

(12,970) against unit certificates of UTI,

Ext.  301-  Letter  dated  22.06.2004  from  UTI  Asset  Management  Co.  about 

allotment of UTI, US-64 Bonds to Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. 302- Seizure memo for seizure of 3 nos. of sale deeds in the name of Prabin 

Ch. Das, Gitashri Das and Dipti Medhi Das,

Ext. 303- Certified copy of Sale Deed dated 11.10.1991 for purchase of land 

measuring 1 katha 16 and half lecha at Ulubari by Dipti Medhi Das for 

Rs. 1,75,000/- from Santosh Kr. Agarwal,
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Ext.  304-  Sale  Deed  dated  12.04.1991  in  the  name  of  Gitashri  Das  for  Rs.  

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar of land measuring 2 katha 10 lecha at 

Azara,

Ext.  305-  Sale  Deed  dated  12.04.1991  in  the  name  of  Gitashri  Das  for  Rs.  

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar,

Ext. 306- Sale Deed dated 12.04.1991 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs. 

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar,

Ext. 307- Sale Deed dated 12.04.1991 in the name of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs. 

7,500/- from Binod Kr. Poddar,

Ext. 308- Sale Deed dated 12.04.1991 executed by Santosh Kr. Agarwal in favour 

of Dipti Medhi Das for Rs. 1,75,000/-,

Ext.  309-  Sale  deed dated 12.04.1991  executed  by Sri  Biharilal  Ajit  Saria  in 

favour  of  Dipti  Medhi  Das  for  Rs.  8,00,000/-  in  respect  of  land 

measuring 3 kaths 6 lechas with semi RCC godown at Dispur,

Ext. 310- Sale deed dated 18.02.1983 by Inderchand  Ajit Saria in favour of Dipti 

Medhi Das for Rs. 8,00,000/- in respect of same property in Ext. 309,

Ext.  311-  Sale  deed dated 16.09.1980  by Rohini  Kr.  Mazumdar  in  favour  of 

Prabin Ch. Das for Rs. 5,390/- in respect of land measuring 1 katha 18 

and half lechas at Bagarbari gaon under Beltola mauza,

Ext. 312- Certified copy of Sale deed dated 03.07.1986 by Jaya Baidya in favour 

of Tikumoni Das for Rs. 99,000/- in respect of 657 sq. feet of ground 

floor,

Ext.  313-  Certified  copy  dated  03.07.1996  by  Parimal  Baidya  in  favour  of 

Tikumoni Das of other 675 Sq. feet of ground floor for Rs. 99,000/-,

Ext. 314- Certified copy of sale deed dated 13.10.1995 by Sandha Roy to Gitashri 

Das in  respect  of  1050 Sq.  feet  on the first  floor  of  a  building at 

Tokobari, Guwahati for Rs. 90,000/-,

Ext. 315- Certified copy of sale deed dated 02.08.1994 by Sandha Roy to Gitashri 

Das in  respect  of  1432 Sq.  feet  on the first  floor  of  a  building at 

Tokobari, Guwahati for Rs. 1,99,000/-,
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Ext. 316- Certified copy of sale deed dated 18.11.1996 by Sandha Roy to Gitashri 

Das in respect of 512 Sq. feet of the ground floor of a building for Rs. 

80,000/-,

Ext. 317- Sale deeds 

Ext. 318- Acknowledgement of I.T. return of D. M. das for the assessment year 

1998-99,

Ext. 319- Statements (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2, E1, E2)

Doc. Z- Xerox copy of Sale deed dated 10.04.2001 by Dipti Gogoi to Dipti Medhi  

Das for purchase of land measuring 2 kathas at Ulubari for Rs. 4 lakhs.

3) Defence Exhibits :- 

Ext. A- Certified copy issued by Registrar of Firms and Socities, Assam,

Ext. B- Deed of Partnership,

Ext. C- Certified copy issued by Registrar of Firms and Socities, Assam

Ext D to L- Registration certificate, 

Ext. M to P- Order of Departmental Proceedings against accused Prabin Ch. Das,

Ext. Q- Completion Certificate,

Ext. R- Farakati deed(proved in original)

Ext. S- Statement showing pay and allowance of Sri P.C. Das,

Ext. T to Ext. X- Completion Certificates,

Ext. Y to Ext. AH- Cheque Books

       Sd/-

            (B.K. Chetri)
Special Judge, CBI, Assam, 
 Additional CBI Court No.2,

                                                       Chandmari, Guwahati-3.

        
******************


